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PADUCAH. KY., THURSDAY EVENING,DECEMBER 26, 1907

0. 150

HUNGRY WERE FED, 'Change in Management of Palmer POWERS CASE IS
[OF PEOPLE People Under Suspicion of Being
STILL IN HANDS
House is Announced Today, and
SICK VISITED BY
Night Riders Leaving Christian
!JMONSTRATED
Mr. Schaeffer Resigns Position. OF THE DEFENSE
County in Fear of Prosecution. SANTA YESTERDA1
RECENT FLURRY
lean Party Safe Because
Aistration Has Kept
With Character Develnt of Population and
dence is Unshaken.

NEleDED .aNOTHER ONE.
Thirteen prisoners eat ranged
the police roar%
on the hn
eeh
thia morning, 'alien Judge Croaat
rapped for order. Chief Collins
and City Attorney Harrison obei about the
served the iU
same little, and remarked about
It. That settled it.. Nobody
Bilge aould admit that he
masa bit superstitious, not even
Iii,. pri
.rs, but before any.
'a as thane, a deftyiii.,
ant, alto had been relented on
his oen recognizance wee induced to submit to rearrest tine
take his Kent on the bench. Then
court peassaled aith diapetch.

Some Talk of Compromise In- How Hundreds Were Cared Mr. Stuart Sinnott Will Suc'dulged in and Threats of For By Systematic Plan and ceed Him in Charge of the
Enjoyed Property—No Sale of KenDinners
Business Boycotts and Fur- Good
Where Want Haunted the tucky Theater.
ther Depredations.
Door of Poverty.

OF SCIENCE.
(.'hicago, Dec. 241.—Dr. Janies
Peasden, specialist. in Tetanus
today begged te0 attending
phyaiciana to end his life with at
drug. Dr. Peasden state atricken
Yemenis,' with tetanue, having
fallen in his laboratory aml reeelybed gerilis III the NtlUlad.

Christmas Shooting Results
In Number Being Wounded
By Bullets Fired in Every
Direction—Clothing Store Is
Burned.

Beginning January 1. the Palmer
House will be under the manateeM'etitntl) ENTERS
LAM,' 1111.11.
POSTOVEICE IS STILL l"
mem of Mr. Stuart D. Sinnott. who
ONLY BIG BEAltoeltAT.
wie emceed Mr. Frank Behaeffer,
t
Mr, Schaeffer came from Chleaeo
Digitteen months
Beverly White. former sheriff of
Baskets containeug diner, for the control of the hotel short.). eater
itaff Corremponden..)
alay comity, testified this murnial
ago and al4Lini'd ' AT
yea
city
the
of
poor
were
saiaa
given
elven, 1). C., Dee. 2.6.—Can
Chicago capitalists acquired an interit the Powers ease. tie &kid JIM
Mrs. Arthur
tam-day -by Capt. died
est in it. Mr. Mui-phy. was the first
thrive on a full stomach? Or
itoward
had uo inustaehe at the time
For
Army.
Salvation
Meeker, of the
In
Demotsratic party win
manager, but he soon returned to
,r the killing of William GOettel,
been
have
workers
the
day*
several
national prosperity?
Chicago. and during the management
alid was at
the Board of Trade
rushed anal yeartentlay morning (roan of Mr. Schaeffer the extensive imby wit propagate- itself in
Howell
Stott, a eon of
people
crowded
o'clock
11
8 iintH
the empty stomach in as naprovements to the hotel were coin
Lances Andrew Scott, says a few :tribthe army.
of
headquarters
around
have
there
pleted, and it has been made oue of
1 to the fact that
utes before the shooting he passed
A-bout 125 baskets Acre dietnibuted the best hotels in the South.
the
r empty stomachs in
through- the hall of the executive
Captain
lowest
estimate
the
at
asid
Mr. Stuart D. Sinnott is the youngRat-NI:ma' far in its career.
l'IREMeN IS KILLED IN
bulaliug and saw only Henry Youtaey
Meeker says they fed 600 people.
est Don of Mrs. John Sinuott and is
le cre it of the aickly condiPort of Spain. Dec. 24;.— The Others teailitit•d ttrat Youtsey fired
A WItEcK ON LAKE SHORE.
purchased
army
the
dinner
the
For
Amerlhat movement
Conneaut, 0.. jaw. 26.--A Lake a barrels of &steles, a barrel and a it young man of btonneas &MA). Mi. American torpedo boat flotilla sailed the eliat.
e
ere may have
What unrest
Sinnott has been connected with the yesterday for Para en route to the Pa
Saute passenger train was wrecked belt
of cranberries, 14 barrels of pohas found adequate exearly today near Franklin, Pa . by tatot-e, 125 {sounds of mixed. nuts. a office of the hotel for some time, and cific after a delay of twenty-four
Clothing Sear Bused.
has aequainted himself with the hours incident to the repair of damof sociallant of various decolliding with a 'melee engine. W. 3
Owenton, Ky., Dec. 26—(Specia))
of
-pounds
400
kraut.
castor
of
keg
beet has been stifficient not
Mr. Schaeffer will ages done Yesterday whea one of the --ilutcheimies clothing
management.
Dai:y, Diemen, was killed. The elli
store burned
chicken, and a case of eeleie . Ever:, etettinte. in charge until January 1,
it is like abarchy but be
pre !tellers of the Whipple fouled the morning. The lobs was $20,000,
Dineer jumped.
had
basket
a
received
family
that
exOver
chanee
and then he will return to Chicago. the anchor chain of Ott miller Fortis a radical
Mcf'liord's
investigated and found desertieg. For
rats. When bad condition:
Mr. Schaeffer is an excellent hotel una. Yesterday was a holiday on all
Louisville, Dec. 26.--(Special )—
had
Meeker
Mrip.
the sick Capt. and
Moto any toilette rattle nem.
manager and has made many friends ships of the American battleship Railroad
Commissioner McChord enarranged delticacias, that would make among slocal and traveling people.
Washington, Dec. 2G.—After havhe lopuhttion, eta governfleet. All the big armor clad,. were ters in the law firm of AcChord,
them.
to
joy
a
day
Chcietmas
his
ing made $1.6.000 acoording to
! be charged with it.
dressed and decoreted for Christmas Hines & Norman here.
In each basket given- out by the
at parties remelt' dominant on statements from old aoldierd of
day celebrations. The regatta watt
army there was a chlake% lw loaves
as they serve the people gen- the civil war, their widowa and chit
Between
the big event of the day.
llarfqtmsug Shooting.
of artifact. can of corn sod tomatoes,
e itatisfaetory manner. Here dren, A. W. Griffin, of Rolla, Okla.,
six and seven thousand American
of
Witliamsburg. KY- Dec 26—(Specranquart
nets,
mixed
of
poupd
ie anarchy, people e ant a has been deprived of tee use of the
bluejackets were on allure this after- elate —Lee Watson was shot and faberries, peck of asotatoee, a dozen aponly when the existing au- mails. Grifflo conducted a land ofnoon. The behavior of 'he sailors tally
wounded by his nephew. John
celery,
and
cabbage.
'orate,
waster
ples,
"Govas
hinnotaf
seeornes oppressive or mane fice and advertised
has been excellent.
Watson. James Anfiertion shot and
where there ware children candy.
works hardship. Reducing ernment Land, local or interior dethe
prevailed
on
spirit
The holiday
killed Rufus Trananell. and Tramand fruits were (ewe.
tical situation in the faulted partment." It is denied that he is a
more
wise
\ %merlin titet but
mell was ahot in the leg by a son of
Work,
titlarks.
Club
the
has
sort.
any
of
principles,
agent
government
D these
,ke a celebration of the Fourth of
Washington. Dec. 2-6.—The depart
Anderson in the western part of this
Yesterday was a busy day for Jap
An party gotten to the point
the
Christmas
July
that
than
of
the
ment of agriculture is making war Toner, secretary of the Charity club.
coune%
•Ilreke His Arm.
le people will trouble them..
men had known in colder climes.
A rtes Skelton. colored, a messen- against ttiberculosis. Daity cow tee In supplying Christiwas dinners to
Ismake a deluge? Have the
Decorations there were in plenty sad
* for which the party stanits ger boy for Levy's store at 317 Broad- !Amato, are that tuberculosis exists many of the poor people of the city.
Rush atiertioas. colored, was arrest wreaths of hotly and evergreens
deto
Mel
ten
Tuesday about 70 taskets
awheel among dairy herds at from
' their woefulness or become way, was thrown from
ad Wednesday evening on a warrant swinging that had been brought along
e? Who will aaswer these week going obt Kentucky avenue ninety per cent. Butter made from livered by the women of the teak but sworn out by Thomas Barry, of the to keep alive remembrances of the
can say which party will Tueeday night and his arm was brok- milk of tuberculosis cow, holds in- yesterday 'Many caled at the head- firm of Barry & Bennet. rger, who day. There were special dinners in
the
A triangular showcase .a
q q_artens for ter ears. A da alone' says that this
fection for a9 days.
NI next November.
no obtained several the metteroonts for the officers sad front of liartaatir'e detuirlissallt •Cere
baskets had been received by he club dollars in money on the false plea
a full stomach takes the
turkey and other good things for the Was smaithed last night and several
Situ she lowest estimates place the that his wife was dead and he needed
Of anarchy, so does nationmen. It was not given to the men sita of clothes. meet were on disistenher of people fed at between 300 funds to buy a coffin and pay fueral
terity remove aly effective
of the torpedo boat flotilla to spend Play to the calle, were stole°. The
and 400. This Chrtstanas was a suc- expenses.
tire opposition may have
Christmas ashore. eor early in the thief used the old plan of placing a
cess with the club, and more people
Simmons is a bricklayer and form- morning with flags flying and firing sticky rloth to the glass front before
O party in power. People
were fed than in previous years.
erly worked for Mr. Barry. Tuesday a salute to Admiral Evans' flag float- breaking it. The aeticke stolen
Ildly aroused by fiery deSiorele Inventory.
morning appeared at the office and ing off the main truck of the battle- amount in value to about $110
n, but if it rains on eletBroadway and the principal retail with tears in his eyes stect that his
or business is moderately
ship Connecticut. they steamed away
-- establishments present their metal
wife was dead and that he was with- t o Para, five days' journey. Yesterday
they won't consider that
Maddox
when
Nattsiajy
o'clock.
post-Christmes appearance today, as out money. He claimed that al- not less than six or seven thousand
struck a blow at the napicked up the cracker it began to there has been hut little business though she carried $65 insurance, a
lily if they tea to vote.
of A pparently
bluejackets were allowed on shore
sputter' and before he could throw aside from the buy lug of bebated and colored undertaker had refused to.
• as iv pit othar affairs of
and they entered into the spirit of
Yesterday was a quiet day a tb
explodcracker
the
ground
no
be
the
will
There
forgotten gifts.
fund Firecracker, Battle a to
laterest is the Ittenating
take charge of the body until his merry making with the towns people the tire department
Ussiatiy there
ed and slightly injured his right rest for the employes of the stores, bill was secured. Mr. Barry told
d if the only result of an
whose geniality and hospitality have is a small fire in some part of the
and
Candles
Roman
pow- however, as all of them will go In
With
of
particles
Scattering
hand.
&
masters.
Simmons to go to Mattil-Efinger
Ill be to change
known no bounds. The feature of city, caused by the careless use of
der entered his eyes, but no dam- immediately for their annual -inven- company and tell them that he woull t
ty will prefer to keep the
he festivities was the tegatta in fireworks, but yesterday the departFall Causes of Injuries.
and
done,
was
age of consequence
tories, which. in some stores occu- stand good for the coffin. Mr. Barry which many of the battleships had
who have the added vie
ment was not called out, the firemen
today the little, fellow is able to be pies three weeks.
Hence.
also gave him several dollars in crews. Admiral Evans with his staff spent a quiet day, and enjoyed
their
usual.
as
around
surprisingwas
trade
The holiday
nclple Is not merely true
money to pay incidental expenses. watched the struggles of the competi- Chreitmea dinner at bottle or w
James Polk, a maehinist employed
ly large with all the big establish- himself that Simmons got the coffin, tors from his launch.
Republican party is in pow.
friend',- -n
Fell From Bus.
men t&
e Democratie party is the at the Illinois Central ishops, slipped
called at the Matti! & Ranger's and
for
agent
train
enfront
Poole,
Will
the
of
-Mr.
steps
the
on
fell
and
was surprised to learn that Simmons
. Should the Republican
Postollice Bush.
company, is
to keep apace with the trance of the Palmer House yester- the Palmer Transfer
Fifteen letters were received this had not shown up. Becoming susresult
the
hand,
leg was carrying a bruised
Ideas in the people, the day afternoon and his right
picious, he went to Simmons' home
transfer com- Christmas at the Paducah postoffice
will find the flank open broken. The injured man was car- of falling from the
and found his wife alive and well
Thee*
.
s
air
CI
Santa
to
addressed
Besides
The employes of Friedman, Keller
essfel attack, for the party ried to the office of Dr. Herrne in pany's bus Tuesday night.
Further investigation found Simmons
dislo- message,' from iittlo boys -mid girls
Co., gave Mr. Joseph Friedman
&
arthe
and
saloon
a
wer generally has a better the Brookhill building, where the the bruise two fingers were
In
drunk
dead
in the city were not railed for by Odd
and Mr. John Keller each for a
of popular rentimant. break was dressed, and he was later cated.
the poeoffite officials, in ms*. followed. Simmons was held to
Santa,
and
-Christmas preient a etatue of Ventur
the Ittaublican party keeps; sent to the railroad hospital.
compliance with the new ruling of the grand jury In police court this
A Battle Royal.
and Milo, handsomely carved from
h the charaater-developmorning.
general, gave them to
Joe Acree, Walter Webb and Roy the postmaster
genuine Carafe marble, imported
Toy Cannon Explodes.
c peeple, as under Roosainclined.
eharitably
were
who
people,
Italy. They art
The explosion of a toy cannon, Gilliam, three mail boys whose parthere is little prospect of
Mr. J. E. Perryman. of Marion imported from
and Ten- The Charity club, and other such orhe about five and one-half feet In
with
holidays
spending
the
Is
c success. Had the Re- which Pete Wight, son of Emery ents reside near Sevententh
Ill..
Every
George nessee streets, engaged in a battle ganizations received several.,
height.
As a token of their appreciation
father here.
arty Clung to 113 ultra con- voight, of Fourth • and
weapons, en letter was placed in good halide, and
aii
candles
roman
Christ
with
early
shooting
streets.
was
of the elegant Christmas dinner gee
through
policy
stand-pat
dia
Santa
Old
ensue
that
It
certain
is
of the
en them by Jailer Raker, the peso
owes of popular ideas on mas morning, caused many people Tuesday night. All three
about the not pans the little boy or girl.
ere at the jail held a "meeting"
'corruption, already' It in that neightkrhpod to think a se- boys received bad burns
post
rushing
the
at
-was
Business
medwere given
terday and Alex Wade, the 0131
e been a foregone concha- rious accident had occurred. The face and hands, and
packages
morning.
Many
this
office
Union drug
of the number that could we
the Democrats would win boy was unhurt by the explosion ical assistance at the
of fireworks were received yeeterday and last
appointed a committee to p
miser. Roosevelt, by read- with the exception of being slightly store after their supply
night, and this. tgorning the carriers
conout.
the
gave
by
moments
few
dazed
a
for
condichanging
testimonial to be presented t
ily the
Mete assistance in carrying
to
had
is what Alex wrote:
This
big party from defeat and cussion.
their heavy loads. Yesterday mornA Stray Shot.
"Dear Mr. leakerson—J
The following letter received by iVaehington that ie awful lonesome
e Democratic sells of their
Jefthe
dn.
heavy
SO
was
mall
the
ing
The Usual Result.
While standing neer the granerv
In the, morning's mail for someone to love. Now won't pone what does this mean.. Is dat
taking a live Interest in
street route that three verniers' The Sun
Delay in the explosion of a fire at Eighth and Norton streets early ferson
distinct torree for it- of you nice girls iv the east take pity or is dat turkey. Write ho
'peaks
or he is showing auperior
loud,
its
parcels.
the
investigation earterday morning, Will Moere, a were required to deliver
on me and help to make me happy. sing an Mike pas dat turk
ship. because a backward cracker instigated an
seW:
Then teeth the Resistants it was impos
and sem make yourself happy at the want his hip, Who is d
Dec. 20, 1907.
Wash,
by the party now would by Maddox Vise, the ten-year-old son negro, claims W have been struck
Derby.
singe for the employes of the Matitofof Dr. B. J. ViZe, 21111 Clements by a *tray ballet. The hurt amountsame time. I am ooneldeired a good- hip that Alex Wade IA
Dear
Editor:
to
packages
the
all
street, yesterday afternoon about 3 ed to only a Nell wound in the leg flee to deliver
Faith in Prestident.
I am going to ask a favor of you. looking man and that no girl need be down yonder in the
their destinations in the city. Uncle
andlgoore was able to be down-town
and I hope you will greet it. I want ash anted to Wn Itk down the street tali for Mr. Eakersoa
• as the people believe that
Sam's empleyes like to enjoy Christthis morning.
staltds for the Republiean
get married. and want an eastern with. I am tall 6 feet high, weigh In this jail i
mas. too, and only one mail was de- to
THE WEATHER.
sgirl, and as I am not acquainted beak 175 polities. dark -brown hair and Christmas do''
party will continue largelivered yesterday.
ful. That the Republican
there, I Mn goinoeto ask you to help eyes, and dress well, and go in good body hear p
Kris Kringle has resorted to regisme. I don't -want to make a matri- society, and have a good Income; one —Alex .W
iaffered no greater dam in
than
more
year
this
tered
letters
of you, but I hope you that any reasonable (woznito could
the recent panic Is due to
the pave. This morning the clerks monial bureau
not
for me, that le to live on. Now girls let me hear from
much
tit oftdentities, for
this
do
well
26.—Coaling
Spain.
Dec.
Port of
found- that 25a registered parcels
velt with the panic,
•
off the Pacific fleet is being rushed were waiting to be delivered. But all put this little piece in your paper. It some of you, or all of you. No obto widows. if good looking
the people will not
today in order that the voyage may this week the registered letter and too wI.l.l do this I will sonsider you to jections
•
Add-ress,
0. B. KING. Derby. Wish.
• With it. Roosevelt's
be
beet.
myfriend.
Saturday.
be resumed
money order department of the posteeild ponder •profitYours very elan
offiee has been rushed.
'ot la American
0. B. KING.
n industrial
Derby, Wash.
Red in sn
"Po the girls of Kentucky and
power
thereabouts:
Mr. George Ams, an inventive re
H. H. Loving has filed a petition
ures
"There Is a young roan mst lucre is
compel
to
'dent
seeking
of Bridge street. has paten
court,
circuit
in
upper
Mayor Yeiser called the
le
L. L. Bebout to sell him 'a one-third board of the general council In spea successful meal dryer and is
interest In the insurance business cial session tonight to consider the
ufacturing the article. It is a
conducted by Mr. Bebout. It is al- revised license ordinance, and
to
contrivance.
-- leged that Loving and Hebout started pass a number of measures the ordiThat active burglar, who has been
the Wellness end in Janusry.
nance committee has prepared and is
Loving disposed of his interest : to ready to Introduce. Councilmen will tasking the downtown druggists for
his partner with the understanding he assembled probably tomorrow . several weeks, had Will .1. Gilbert.
401 Broadway, on his list for his
that he could -repurchase it at any
Christmas call, but forgot the other
San
Franc!
time he desired and at the same
drug stores last night. Mr. Gilbert's early t day des
price at which it was sold to Bebout.
store was entered through a window of bail aings bon
It is alleged that January, 1906, LoyBratift fear and $3 In Mall change IvitaU: and 71-ref
to
! ipev tendered Reboot the tit:rioted
Dec. 2E—Wheat, tier!: trier-taken at Wen' as $2 Of Aim,
agreed twee,'but Bebetut refuted to
r•
money.
corn, 67; oats, 54.
erected
aeeept it.
Hopkineville. Dec. 26. (Special
--Night riders, who raided Hopkinsville, are panic-stricken over the determined stand to bring them to it's:lace. Many under auiMicion, have
left the country. There is borne feeling for a compromise. Others threat,et business boycotts and auother
The tattiest, element is deraid,.
manding no more negro laborers be
employed on farms in Christian.
1094", Trigg and Caldwell counties. Threite
,
14,.:40,101
.
„ 4401
waelieseebagoc.:
iening note* are being received by
_
- --

PORT OF SPAIN
FLEET SPENDS ITS
CHRISTMAS MONEY

SWINDLED MANY
OLD SOLDIERS OF
THE CIVIL WAR

GOVERNMENT TO
BATTLE AGAINST
TUBERCULOSIS

RUSH SIMMONS'
WIFE WASN'T DEAD;
RUSH DEAD DRUNK

SHOW CASE LOOTED

i

ii

ONLY MINOR ACCIDENTS REPORTED
AFTER CHRISTMAS CELEBRATION
•

NO FIRES YESTERDAY

Do

Inspection

BEAUTIFUL PRESENT

I

ALEX WADE MOVED
TO SONG BY SIGHT
OF JAIL TURKEY

Girls, Here's Your Chance to Wed.

•

COALING THE FLEET '

ARMY

Cc\L

INVENTS MEAL DRYER

LOVING SUES BEBOUT

ALDERMEN TONIGHT

DRUG STORE ROBBED AGAIN

MILLION DOLL

Grain Market.

•"ma*
4.-vor
=..:
=;;;

tati,i.

vs o

•

THE PADITCA 11 IA EN LNG

BACK UP YOUR
GRAY MATTER WITH

COUPON BOND

I

THEATRICAL NOTES
WILL

RE-ENTER

.1411.1S.E

PRIZE RING
111•ItNe.

Say It
If

iv

doctor saw
ii all right, then say it
ouZ-r and over again.
your

1"
1 elb
the trademark which
is on every
genuine
bottle of
is

Paul Oil
• Saturday.
Concerning the engagement of
Paul GiIntore, who appears at the
Issuiteille Heavy Weight Will tio to
Kentucky Saturday night, the Knox1144 Springs and Train For
ill/. Sentinel says:
tharripkevetfp.
."A lever comedy airarna of combined -T(1ms ranch life and New York
society, with a story of love at first
eight, a hqut for fortune and the
lite. 26.- -Marvin Hart.
avenging, of a wrong done one man
basing sr at-ticket!) dIsiporsed of his busby another bp the wrongeti untn's
ins es (*AOCsit meta. has arranged tO
son 15 "The Wheel of Love," pteaentgI) t& Hot Springs to tiegin
ed at Staub'se theatre Tuesday night
sold in nearly all the countries of
and 'by February 15 he expeots to be
by Paul GfInitore and a capable supthe
world.
Nothing
equals
it
to
reads to NIP any heavyweight, bar
porting company. Mr. Giinvore has
build up the weak and wasted
male. lie teeters l'onetty Burus, who
surresuided lilmself this ireasone with
bodies of young and old.
is now reaping a golden harvest In
an eventy balanced corps of IdaYeris,
London by reason of having defeats-el
all of whom deserve merited praise
Gimes( Motr. It was Burns' dofeat
for iportra)al of their respective parts.
ef Hart, vihilekhe Louisville man wan.
Best ef all, however, are. Phyrilis
telt at his best, that set Burns high
Young, es "aleanOr Grd)t•On," a. New
on the pugiliebie ladder. Hart is mak- hayft been attending school
in Chi- Ydek society girl and adopted daugh
ing no excuses for Burns' battle, for cago, have returned home to spend
ter of "Samuel Grayson," the villitn
ho was on 1il feet at the teet and the trolfdaya.
of the earn. She falls in love with
stoa a draw :should have been the
Carl Starks. of Cleveland, 0., is "Jack Hartley," the ammeter taken
referee's verdict. Hart wants to show
tfri tl ng his
grandfather, Reuben by 'Mr. Grniore. Willard Louis, as
that when he is; tit he can beat Darns. Starks.
"Hormel` Sinclair," better known
COUPON BOND betters by age, because it is made slowly.
This is his ambition, and he will be ' Mrs. Willis Gurley and children
"Griz." a Texas cow 'neither, leads
ready next time to make good if the will spend Chistmas at New Coluie- in the
You cannot hasten the process of paper
male support.
Prench-Can
adiatt
only
wilt
meet him bia,
-.Those who have seen Mr. Gilniore
making and get as good a paper as by the old slow method. You
half way.
William Wright, Jr. ,and wife, of in past seasons in "The Mummy and
have to build a sheet of paper. That is wily a blind man could
in Hart's last fight, and for which Chicago, ale visiting Mr. and Mrs. the
Humming lifird" and "At Yale"
in a ream of other papers
tell a sheet of
Ii e got 'rally in oleo n days, in white Stialre Wriiht and Mr. and
Mrs, were nut disappointed in his offering
he broke his hand in the sixth round Thomas Heasely.
The "feel': would tell him the character of the paper. its
.for this season. Those who had not
by hitting Mike Seh reek ott the elbow,
Gene Cagle Is Creeping at Rig porY seen him before were pleased
strength and surface would tell the story of slow, careful manuwith
Li.' gave a Wonderful exhibition. The for a few days.
his work.
facture.
battle
went twenty-one rounds, and
George Jones has gone to Arkan•
"At the conclusion of the second
at the finish most of the crowd yelled sas to spend Cbristmas with
his art, there was spontaneous applause
to the referee to give Hart the fight Li rother.
that called Mr. Glintore to the footon pecteint of his gamonese. The
William Cagle, wife and son Fred, light several times, and
tip paper is too good for letters that have to count. Try it for
the audien U hal rnent he administered
Carter- ence would nut-cease until he respond
to ate Christmas dinner
at
yourself.
Make an experiment. Get a month's supply of
Sehreck was terrific. In proof of this ville, Ill,
ed with a little eurtsitu talk. All formfrom your printer and cheek up results.
iehreck has since easily been dc-featMiss Vance Hager, who is working a:Wee were
laid aside and Mr. Gilill .1sy. Al Kaufmann. It is a repeti. in St. Louis, came home to spend the
more made a iheart to heart talk to
:ion of the fate of many of Hart's holidays with Mrs.. Fred Eichner.
his and:item. exprosslng his eincere
foes he hammers all the fight out of
Ed mown is home' from Chain' appreetatien of
the ovation. During
diem. `•
isagne University to spend the null- this -demonstrati
on. a large bouquet
Hart now has offers to box in days..
of chrysanthemums was sent to the
Chelsea, arms., Phi Iade I ph a and othRoy Helmtune down from Chita- stage by an admiring
friend and this
er cities. When be gets good and fit go•to eat dfnner Xmas aith
home token was happily acknowledg
ed."
,
. he will take on all of the big fisilows folks
li.jurcil b) !bang missiles "[meatier the either. Harts% hand has
gotten strong. He is sure of regainaid leak. I: glass.
.tnnual lionelt 'lime Tele.. Place on
ing Ills laurels.
Train Flima l'adtv alt.
Saved Front Beneath the Wheelq.

Scott's Emulsion

One year or fifty years from now, your Letters in
other people's files will look as well as ele day they
were received if they are written on

0©©UP.b Rg.,,C3gRCO
Coupon Bond

Back up Your Gray Matter With COUPON BOND

Biliousness.
Constipation.

daches.
Bi usness.
Co *Opinion.

Ayers Pills.
Sugar-coated.
Easy to take.
Don't forget.

Ay 's Pills.
Sug -coated.
Easy o take.
Don't forget.

Headaches.

I.

fi

Headaches.
Biliousness.
Constipadod.
Ayers Pills.

-Sugar-coated.
Easy to take.
faUif.°417:::

—
Pound Bees in the Stovepipe.
Incensed that their nest In etitovet
pipe was disturbed, by a lire, a swarm
of bees yesterday elternoon attacked
Jacob Parker, an ectagenarien, and
his son, Cperketr, twenty-three years
old, stinging each mores of times. In
an almost byeteric.al state. the two
walked to the residence of Dr. J. W.
Plfrero, whcre they were treated. It
will be tveroal days, it Is sald, before
the two will be recognizable on account of the swelling of their features.
'rue fathir had started a fire In h
store atsNicolown lane, east of Old
York road. The smoke refused to go
up the chimney. The son was called

HA reached his right arm Min'tt •
StOVONite and the bees came out to
grect haul -Philadelphia inquirer.

"Well, what are 'you doing there?"
asked the lady, addressing a tramp
who had juts climbed a tree lb 111414?
to escape a savage bulldog.
”Madam." replied the hobo', "it
was my intention to ask for a handout, but in the Interest of humanity I
now request that you give say surplus
food you may have on hand to my
canine friend down there." --Chicago
News.
Money is the grease _paint that
makes many a bad aefor look good.

INSURANCE AGENTS

ABRAM L. WpI, & CO.
Steam Boiler,
Hoods, a
Plate/Glaas,'
Cargo,
Hull,

Life,
Accident,
Health,
Liability,
Automobile,

Elevat9r.

Office Phones 21°„31/5

Residence Phones Old 726

Coupon Bond

The SUN joto Office
Both Phones N58.

W. F. Parton,
President.

Cashier.

CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK

ENTOMBED MINER

,it tinknosn white man who feli
Marie- 14.1. Ky.. I
Monday
in
front of a moving 'twitch engine at
thcia vet.- tluria
oirnine die Union station Tuesday night wa.s
a the atoonanahai...11
SENDS VETTElt TO
inn PadiHan 1Vindow le•hts were saved from serleue injury by the
PICESSING Ills 1110PE._
Hon of Pole Childress, a
reketi eta a:A nit
base h :It neigh tIll !y
tiegse
Mr.
and
caught
elai
Mrs.
Will
the
Mair,
man's
have
who
the doors and' w sidews.
elothing and pulled him almost from been visiting Lou Parke: and famZ., T. Line. ef
M.;I,
an her the %leek of the locomotive. ily, have returned to their home at Fief' Hundred ,Feet of Earth Block,
the tiair
Batavia, Ill,
—
—
Paseage Way but He Has Food
(MA Iii
Jack Youag and his wife came In
to I HdiAliattia..
Enough,
I
'
Steele) (rota Chicago to :Tend Xruis
f:.:'-!1114 117e: (JI
•
.1l 111,.11S, 4 Wt•l-to-,Lo colorwith their parents and friends.
! tam p ..1 r
"all,
'in fast :Cacao,
Gi•avie count , feederl
Miss. tams Quante and Mrs. Maud
at Fife-en -A,
\l - eia•k a p.. , •. ut ix faiiiiiiie all front
Victor, Col., Dec. 26.--!Utitornbed
Bachman
n couniy that 'two
did Xmas shopping in Pa11.t1,11;.;,•• ce.o.•
ieft Pa:fur:01
/
4
I.otto feet below the earth's surface'
aese.
•.. • rtee afternoon ferefthe new state dtt^ttli the later part of the week.
Will Rody and wife are here to s.nef. DECOSIbir 4„A. O. Bailey, a
h.)nra, whet' they will engage
spend. Xmas. They are lotatild at miner of Ely, Nev.. has written to a
friend here telling of his perilous po.
Hot Springs,
Mr. William Martin spent the lat- sition, but expressing his hope of beter part of the week in Paducah ing rescued within the next two
weeks.
on every visiting relatives.
•
a
Bailey, with two compatilofis, wa."Yroae"1„aseebox. 25c
Will Putsjck ran over froni Arkansas City 10 spead Xmas with his caught In the eavein of the Alpha
rock
mother, Mrs. Garrett. of East Me shaft, and 5114) feet of solid
dropped into the passage nbove them
tropolls.
,
larenee Rose camw in trete la- cuttittg off all communk.atIon with
the outer world. By a lucky ateldent, Mabel eamenin
on to spend the holidays.
and Walter Horton
the)
in "The Thre of Gs," a: the Kentits Emerson, of Simpson, Ill. however, the niche in which
were
working was nut filled by the
vl eel Mrs. Clara Spore Sunday.
ttucky Saturday,
Charles shwncee. who le working falling debris.
The Imprisoned miners- had
oil
iii Paducah, aivent Sundee at home
John Wileeller, of Sandusky, O.. enough In their lamps to allow them
to explore thel? tomb, and in their
Nisitiug friends here. •-,
Ellis Word and Family have gone search for a way oht ley stumbled
to Columbia, Tenn4 to spend Xmas. upon tOilir inh . water ape. which
Cotitthind Spells
Waiter Baker is vlsittng his fath- extended down the shaft and which
escaped destruction in the accident.
r, Thomas Baker.
.
Even Have A Telephone.
(amble Cheney, of Slater, Mo., vis-P
DI' TM:
U..4) .
lied George King and family the latThrough this the prisoners eatabI
't •I II -11()N.
ter part of the week and left for lished communication' with their resftesebud Monday to visit' his mother cuers and soon drinking water and
JULES MURRY
OFFEAS AN
n
He wanted to surprise her as he has rations were sent down. Then, not
AUTOMOBILE COMEDY
rlLat,.. Or :Irf
IU
not sef.y her for 'several years...
satisfied with this crude means of
At Druggist. 25 Coals
Miss 'Myrtle King spent Sunday in talking with the outside world, they
Brookport.
connected their telephone with
.
a
Misses Nora and, Lora Baker spent wire running up the, water column.
Sunday in, Brookport with friends.' Although in no need of the necesM:se 1.1111ap Fox spent Sunday in' sities of life, the prisoners are still
Brooktiort with her. brother, Mr. In grave danger, as the ground is
Iii
Nathan For.
still settling. and from time to time
Mr. and Mrs. Charles. Reeder, of It will be neeessary to all In the
‘111.riawhillt• Play, by
Pricier ite.-„0. sum,.
Marion, is visiting Mr. and
Mrs. space with cordwood to, prevent anGeorge V. Unbar', author Of Niche
_ .
2.1c. earring:sal at 10:15
John T. Kimbal.
ether careen. Owing to the frequent
tyre A. Heath's Great lilt, "The Ilatn
No Free 1.14.
David Mellory. Jr., and wZe, who runs of earth during the last three
"
Tree.
dave It will probably be two- weeks
before they are rescued.
The
rescuers themselves fare
WALTER N. L
.A WRENCE
grave perils in the liability that the
Presents
piled muck and timbers on which
they are working will give way drop
The t;reatest of all American Plays
ping them to the bottom of the
shaft. To prevent this each man
This Sweeping redeetion
works with a rope tied a.round ha:
goes Into effect at once on
hods. and secured from above.
By Rachel Crothers
our entire line of Ladies'
Fine Hand Bags-and they
With a cast of superior excellence
Hard Day for the C.00se.
are beauties, too. All the
headed by
One of the Thanksgiving prizes of
popular shapes and lepers
a eh urah isoc4ety here was a great
are represented and they
goose, pure white, with a voice like a
were bought to sell for from
eimranehe. The bird was -won by a
$200 tse$117 but we offer you
Iiireet leen an all sea (,It 'a run at
Watertown girl and left for delivery
choice of the lot at
ladis,011 S.III;tre Theatre,
to her yesterday at an express office
New York
The goose was neglected In the rush
of business and was sent borne at
dusk. On the way it fell off, escaped
and was struck by an automobile
The fowl landed on the chest of Mts.
Presept
C'. L. Tangery, of Huntington, L. 1..
rendering her Insensible from fright
Pi
a suit Lunde
and shock. Escaping, .and with a
to order for
hebken leg, the goose took /Flog. In
it excitement it new Into a dining
Capt.
room where four persona were eatton and
ing supper, taking the whole sash
Man. Th
with it. Mrs. C. F. Wheaton. on inmate, is In a serious5ondltIon front
one of the
for Christmas.
With
the /chock of the fowl's flight._we_
tIone to be
tertiary (Conn.) Dispatch in New
then his ml
'or it World.
correspondent.
Al. Star Cast.
len, who had
kdatits
The TILI10.1.
It. does no harm-to remember that
reporters In
Iloward
01 Most 1016-A
113 1, MI Pa ,there is as much condi for Improvewhat he had ta
ment is yeeeselfses In year nelirithOr.
aspirant begged
•

IN METROPOLIS

PISCYS CURE

Friday

Eitic.:c.trtiber

PAUL

27

IMRE

'1 he Wheel of Love

40 Per Cent
Discount on

Saturday

errlher

Ladies' Hand Bags

"THE THREE OF US"
Mabel Cameron

Askin-Sin er Co.

NOW IS YOUR CHANCE

THE. MUSIC PLAY

e Time, the
$25.00
and the Girl
.% \ff. yo+c,
SOLOMON

40 Per Cent
Discount

Gilbert's
Drug Store

Capital
•
Surplus
•
titeekholders liability.. • •

$100,000
50,000
.100.000

Total security to depositors
Accounts of individuals and firms
small as well as large depositors and
treatment.

courteous

•
solicited. We
accord to all

$2.10,000
appreciate
the

ems

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
OPEN el'fIltDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 8 O'CLOCK.

Third and Broadwa‘7

J. L. PERRYMAN
Real Estate Agency. Fire Insurance.

No. 205 South Fourth street
reeidence 1017, new.

Your 1,.;,,ni

rues: °Mee 210; realdettee 1018, old:
would besapprectated. CHI ethos.

(IN NEW YEAR'S DAY
you will have calls to make and receptions to attend. Formal attire
on such occasion, is just as important as formality of manners, besides
you want to appear as well dressed
If not better than the best. A good
tailor who knows
. his trade is your
only salvation and his name is
Dalton and will be found at 403
Broadway with Warren, the jeweler.

H. M. DALTON,
403 Broadway
With Warren Is Warren, Jewelers.

SAVE MONEY ON YOUR MAGAZINES
It is a great deal chentp4 to place annual subscriptions to several magazines at the same time, and order them all
together from
us, than it, is to tray the same magazines singly or subscribe to
them
atparately.
Combination ciun offers-sire now made by whech
subscribers to several magalines an secure bargain prices,
eoniebimes
getting three or four malt/trines for the price of one or
two. Subscriptions may be sent to different addresses, if desired,
and may begin with any month. Let as know what magaaines
you are talcfag now or what magazines you want to take oext year,
and vi7e will
Quote the cOmbination price, showing saving to he
effected.
•
SAMPI,E DAktGAINS.
McClure's Magazine $1.50
or American
Reader Ntagazine.... 3.00
Metropolltan
•
..1.50
or World Today
or Woman's Home
Cornpanloa
$0.00

All for $3.00, Half Price
Reader Magazine ...$3.00
Review of Reviews ..3.0fts
or Outing
or Ainslee's
or smart Set
$0.00

Hells for $3.00, Half Price
Home .Mtteazine ....SLOG
itarOlure's
or Cosmopolitan
or American
or Success

..1.60

Cosmopolitan ... ..$1.00
Home Magazine , .1.00
Success
• _1.00
or American
$3.00
All f r $2.30
Weekly Inter ()era
and Farmer ....$1.00
McCall's Megazi
.50
(with patterr
Home Mtge1.00
$2.50
If rrice
• $0.50

$1.50
- $2.00
-Fisher
sent

THE PA:DUCAH EVENING SUN
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HEBRON MISSION
When the New Year Begins.

STUMES

•

S%BB %Tit SCHOOL PUPILS GIVE
I a F RESTING PROGRAMA.

F. Wilstach, of
this 'city, has made arrangements with a large Regalia
House to bring kp Paducah
400 costumes for ladies and
gentlemen, to rent for the
Roller Rink Carnival, which
will be given at the' Auditorium Rink, Friday. evening,

One of the queerest features of the commencement of the sear
as on
first day of the year Is the fact that September I; the era of the Macca:t has been celebrated on many differ bees was dated from November 24. _Christina% Tree Enjoyed and Preesents
The people of Tyre began their year
ent dates. With us the year begins on
Dietributed—These %Vito Took
October 19, while the so-called
Pert in
on January 1, according to the calen- Sidonian era commenced on October
dar pie pared by order of Julius Cae- 1, and the Augustan era made FebWhen the mercury drops out of sight and
sar, and later revised front time to ruary 14 the first day of the new
you
just can't keep the house warm, you'll
time as necessity seemed to require. year. The ancient Egyptians began
Santa Claus visited Hebron Preshardly a mon'th in the year but what their year with the overflow of the byterian mission
find it wonderfully convenient to use a
in Rowlandtown
411
P. .
hes been regarded at some time, by Nile. whenever that might occur, last night, when a treat of candy
and
some people, as the first of the 12, while in India the annual flood of the fruit presented by Mayer
-elect and
and consequently the beginning of Ganges furnished a date for popular Mrs. James P. Stulth ani preeents
The new year. Sometimes the date was chronology, and the Mexicans, al- were distributed. There
was a
1E41
logical, determined by the position of though they had a coinWicated sys- Christmas tree and the following
the Ain in the heavens.
tem 04 calculating time. popularly interesttng program was
atven by the
Sometimes It was fixed by agricult- reckonea, their year to begin with pulls of the Sunday school:
ural or industrial-conditions, some- the spring plant! .
• .eas..i.o.ta.
(Equipped with Smokeless Device/
Song—"The Lord is Come."
times by a great historical event, and
oaxaifis
The Jewish rabbis had four beginRecitation—"The Coming Man"—
Its very light—carry it about—heat any cold
occasionally It was.
merely arbitrary, nipgs of the year, the firkt of the Jake Huston.
room. Turn the wick high or low—no
determined without any special reaekmonth Nisan, sulmosed to be the date
Recitation—"Santa North Pole"—
son being aesigned. At one time the set the Exodus: the first of Tishri, Will McClain.
danger—no smoke--no smell. Easaly cared
Greeks began their year September 1 which began the agricultural year:
lot and gives nine hours of
Recitation — "Africa" — Linnie
at adother on the first day of July, the first of Elu, the daN on which Huston, Halite Thomas, Hazel
cosy comfort at one filling of
Ellenthe beginning of the Olympian games the cattle were numbered, and the wood and Georgia Wilkeison.
brass font. Finished in
In what is called the Alexandrian era first of Shebat, which was called the
Recitation—"The
Drunkard"—
nickel and japan. Every
the year began on August 2(1. One new year for trees. Christmas day, Susie Smaliman.
heater warranted.
Jewish chronology assigns October.1 Egeter, the beginning of .-.eh solstice
Recitation—"Entertaintng Big Site
as the date on which the creation of aid many other dates•haNes been oh- Bean"—Blanche Ellenwood.
*eh
11*.i uf steady.
The
the world began, and consequently served at different times by various
Recitation—By George McClain.
adopts that New Year's; day. At one nations; even now in Russia the day
the long winter eyemngs
Recitation—"Mama'se•Girl," Grace
read or sew by ir.—yr('n't bre VIM eyes. Latest irrvroved central
time the Ron)ans began their ye'ar on of the new year is 12 days behind Eilenwood.
d'art t••• rwr AL& .1 brau nickel plated EVtlY lamp warranted
April 24, at another on March I, and that of our calendar. the Russians
Trio---"Child of Votuise"—N:aud
Ii
olfaitf (Annul supply lite KM) Lamp or Puiectian Oi
finally aa we do now.
having never adopted the Gregorian Wilkinson Julieue Priam and Anna
Hate. sees our nearat agency kw a tleampiye circular
According to the metetoic cycle, calendar, whioh. Indeed, did not Wilkerson.
STANDARD OIL COMPANY
the year began on July 15. During come into general use until
about the 'Recitation — "Santa" — Georgia
lincttrporat•ii)
the pertod of Alexander's empire thei sniddle of the eighteenth century.
Wilkinson.
.Focitation—"Chrhstrhae Thought"
—Anna Huston.
•
Recitation—' Tbe
Beginners"—
tier A ffectitonate itrethess.
1 ter'e brothers have called frequentlr
!Annie Huston, Halite Themes, Hazel
It was commencement day at a,
:during the winter to take her on
Ellenwood and Georgia Wilkinson.
well known girls' seminary and the ;driving and sleighing. while your
Song—"Bright
and
Clear"— father of one of the yoring women eldest eon escorted her to the
theater
School.
came to attend the graduation exer- at least twice a week. Unusual!!
The
American
battleship fleet posted about the town in which the
Recitation—"Mother's
Fool" —.0alses, lie was presented to the nice brothers they are."
-pent Christmas at Port of Spain, 1 peie were to drop present* for the
Recitation—"A Christmas Thought principal, who said. "I conerakulate
"poor pepple of the curet' n1111
Song—"Star of the East."
you, sir, upon your extremely large
"What cip you like best at school,
Maim in tfte Pit tshurg district,
.et." In ar short time notice% were
Revitation—"Tom's Wish"—Torn and affectionate family."
my boy?" "The recess."—St LOtila
a hid) 1.11111:0y over .40.110.0 men, will
posted that "the poor people of the Ellenwood.
"Large
and affectiorate?" he Globe, Democrat..
!,e placesi.in operation January C.
,'
cotton district" neither needed ner
itecitation—"Her
Gift."--Jullene stammered and looking eery much
desired Such aid.
Friant,
surprised.
No. Cm-della, peep.' who pay thet
The Rev. Frank-in S. liatch. genRecitation—"The Xmas Tree Le"Yes, indeed" said the principal, money at the gate are not given gilt
eratl secretary of the Cite-1st-lam EnAs a result of the recent reorgani- gend"--Anna Wilkinson.
"No less than twelve of your daugh-i tee. ipte.
deavor movement In India. Burnish
Solo—Miss Maud Wilkinson.
zation of the Pere Marquette railroad
and Ceylon, died in Brooklyn.
Song—"The Light Has Come."
company it was a tincture',d t bat the
office force of the road will be moved
Lee Wain was killed by h(s from ciociostati to Detree. Two hunNoticed the Onaission.
;leashes. John Watson. at William/r- dred men will he affected. and
Some dramatic authors seem tto rePresiem!). YOUtIg 'Watson clainla self- dent. William Cotter. of III., Pere Mar- gard construction as unnecessary
and sureendered to the au- quette, says that he wishes to make frills. 'On the first night of the only
C. L. Van Meter, Manager,
theftlea
the transfer by January 1. All of the drama that the novelist, Miss BradAll Kinds of Hauling. Second
central (Aces of the company will be An, wrote, a scene was introduci,it
Two ears of a •paneenger train
loeatcd in Detroit.
in which a child was kidnaped fi ,
and Washington Streets,
blown front the track near Boulder.
its mother. At the end, when all
Col. Six*persons were aerion!y inWarehouse for storage.
According to the statistics compiled were made happy. so much had been
jured and a number of others were
by the Railway Age, railread con- left to the general imagination that
eligtrtl§ beet.
Both Phones 499.
*truces:el in the Caked States has no pains had been taken to effect the
Of
obeseu marls as twee) n 1907 as In restoration of the stolen child
Jam Mitchell, president of the
unworkmanlike
1906, which was the heaviest year course It was an
United Mine Workers of America, is
since Itiss. The total number of lapse on the part of the dramatist
still unable to leave hie room at Inmiles of new track laid this year has and it seemed to have passed undramapolis, hut his condition Is
been 3,730. of which 422 tallest were noticed until a god leaned over the
Ported as improving.
in Louislanak 341 in Florida, 385 In gallery rail and solemnly Inquired:
as
a
South Dakota, 314 in Texas, and 311 "Hi! What about that kid?"
Nine oritnenees, including Jim HowWalsh ington. in Canada du ring the piece with: swamped in a flood of .
rd and w. J. Davidson, testified in
same time 723 miles were built and extinguishable laughter.
Ineorpo • ta
the Powers trial. The deienee is ex349 in Wilco. The greater part of
rest,
to
and
but
few witnesses the
Meted
"I'm tired of being penned up In
new track was laid before the
will be examined by rebuttal.
t`
firgancial stringency, only a small this prdirle dog hole," said
amount of mileage being conwtruct- young specimen of the Crotalus
Gen. Skallen, ^overnor general of ed
rictus. "Can't I go out and Ida:after September.
Warsaw. who recently cleared 1,600
•
"No, you can't" responded
House wiring, electric plants installed:
Polieh schools and disbanded a nummother snake. "You stay right ti
her of labor union's, has ordeseed tell
and play with your rattle—Chit it Complete machine shop.
the Jewish clubs tin Poland to close'.
go Tribune.
Z-124 IN. Fourth 8t.
Phorsom:787
I
Five men, alleged to have robbed
•••••••••••••
The Evening Sun—lees a week.
the bank at Aldrich., Mo.. December
12, were arreated at Cairo, III.. and
Placed in the county jail. They had
considerable money in their Posseisskin when arreated.

From Every Ounce offile!

onsismsztomosoosiimm•mmuom
Mr. Charles

&owingHeat

'

PERFECTION
Oil Heater

Lamp

Decembler 27
These costumes will be on
di spla y at Nallerstein's
_Thursday morning and will
rent from 50c to $6.00.

News of Christmas Day Happenings.

asmosommossmoommo

Costumes for Everybody

City Transfer Co

IL

She celebration of New Year In the
minds of many people. Shame upon
the man or woman who would dull
THE NF:W
•
the bright ambitions and desires for
0
Sooeseeees0000•••• the better of any human being! But
there Is little tithe to give to habitual
"The only consistent pessimist Is a mourners and augurs of evil. The
Atli& aieeeeniat." bat antortanateny Do* )ea will he what we make It.
there are a good many of these W- so far as our ifidividual lives are cohitte brethsen of ours alive. Never are cerned, an the an or woman who
they more active, and happy unhap- resolves to be appy'ln a healthful,
leer's day unselfish way, is taking the first road
Pr, than toward New
when all the rest of the world is look toward happiness.tug hopefully and cheerfully forward
We s.re all after happiness', in one
ta expectation of good luck and kind way or another. Even the recluse.
fortune dettang the next 365.
even the martyrs of old. nere on the
The peeelmirt delights in derision endless search for happiness, though
of th.
-olutione
ark the.joy of heaven rather than that
of earth was the goal fixed upon in
the eyes of those who sacrificed the
present for the future. Eternal happiness was what they desired.
Unselfish happiness is always waiting, right around the corner, if we
wihl only take our eees off ttie far
distance and look nearer home. The
resolve to make next year a happs
one for those gearest us will bring a
good deal of real joy and satisfaction
to the maker of the resolution, if he
They save the Continual writing
holds out well
over the same thing. They are
Silent resoh-e Is a good thing. too.
Sometimes one's enthusiasm evaponot expensive. Send utian order,
John
Aikinson Issued a staterates when it is much spoken of
But (WTI'S let us allow the enemies of ment sayitng that tbe strike order of
Prices Right.
Got race of man to discourage us in the United Mine Wolters of America
making ,good resolutions; and then will have; no effect on the ease mines
don't let us fail to keep those that we of Hopkins. Christian and 'Webster
make to the best of Our ability.
• counties, as onily 8 per cent! of the
115 S. Third St. Mises 358.
There Is room for improvement in coal produced in those counties's got
411111•1111a.. all of us, and when we have acknowl ten out by union nriners.
edged that, and set ourselves to Im"The Commission of Seventeen,"
prove, why, we are on the nearest
which has had under advisement the
road to success and happiness.
annexation treaty between Belgium
and the Congo independent states,
had laver.
The'only salvation
the person has decided to refer back to the govwith a torpid liver I- .etrough a chang- ernment ,be question of the crown
ed system pf diet
eombined with domain and other important matte%
exercises in thetrutdoor air, calisthen in the agreement for fuller explana!elk and deep h real h in g.! The semen tion.
with a had liver slinuld habieitally
The people of the cotton mill dispractice deep and long breathing, filltrict of Union Sprints, Ala., indiging the lungs at each Inhalation.
The curative dietary must eonsist nantly refused. to -accept Christmas
principally of nerve or brain food, charly
A'
..number of baskets were
inetudine fish and , a reasonable
amount of beef, with' generous quantities of oetisal foocka and the fruits
that are rich in action. In warm
wet/titer it- is hest to ahetail from
milk- altogether. Butter and vegeta,
lee fats, olive oil, boiled rice. baked
apples, baked potatoeg, graham or
whole-wheat breast, soft-boiled eggs,
all constitute a safe and nottrielving
uld he glad to diet for the 'bilious pereon. At the
Thanking you for your
first sytnptom of biliousness squeeze
call at our the juice of half a lemon In the water
m
t liberal patronyou
drink
breakfdst
before
just
and
which made our
age,
explain
$
before going to bed at night,—What
Christmas
trade a recffer to to Eat.

tsissis,.
,
/ssco*****
*eleotpci

I
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eiltor's bigger show winYour e
dows. Vetter lovation, bigger signs,
lager mall and rester ads. need not
yon. But if he, begins to use
newspaper space than you do,
to worry.

ord breaker, the largest
trade we ever had, we
wish you all the compliments of the season
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"Did your sister know I was cow
Mg?"
"Well. she broke her lookin'
and somethip' was bound to happen."
—Philadelphia Press.
Soler chrietnots Fireworks.
Chinamen employed at Lee Pang's
laundry 125 South Third, street, entertained a number of American
youthe yesterday morning, with a dillplay of fiaeworks. which were import'
ed from their native country. A number of double shooting bombs were
touched off, the bomb exploding once
on, the ground and .then rising high
Into the air ands-exploding again.,
making,a loud report. The Chinamen
entered into the spirit of the occasion with as much enthusiasm as the
American youths, who enjoyed, not
mils- the geein't looking fireworks, but
the Chinamen's antics when the fireworks would exhlode.
Detectiee's Narrow Escape.
Detective Will Baker narrowly res4i1Ped serious injury Tuesday night
the
by the explosion of a cartridge
hativber of his pietol, which he used
'o club Henry Buckner, a prisoner,
into Silbilli661011. Buckner and Will
Dickson were detected steeling toys
it Karby'e and Neaten. at-seated by the
detective. Recliner became abusive
end 'attempted to jerk away from him
and -run. The ball from theeduetriAge
crazed the detective's hand.
reeteme people." remarked the des
rnoraliter, "never seem to be aroutkd
when wanted."
"Well." fejelned- ille frairaltiet, 'It
is better to be aleatent when wanted
than to be present when you are not
wanted."—adesso News.
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the tabucab Sun.

the keynote of Mayor-elect Bruitb's
administration, if we are to judge by
evidences already accumulating. By
a simple device in the license ordinance he proposes to avoid the neeesgity of engaging in s prolonged
litigation with every irs'.00nkeeper.
whose license he revokes for violating the law. He would have them
sign a contract agreeing to it. Selfinterest is still the strongest Mirtheuee in 01, and when the mayor
makes it to the interest of saloonkeepers to obey !be law, and greatly
hazardoitle to their Interest to break
.t. lie is going a long way toward induciug them to behave voluntarily.

THI:BSDIVo 1/WEMBE1t 121.

stead of following, the guide closed
the
door gently; I heard him mount
the
seat
with the driver. and In a moAFTERNOON AND WEEKLY.
ment we were in motion.
THE SUM PUBLISHING COMPANY
.11•MP
FREI
Was I alone? 1 had expected to
find
iNeORPOIllaTED
the Unknown, but the dark
interior
Myst
A
ery
Stor
gave
y
no sign of a companion. A slight
--/"
.21. FISHER, Pr
—e—
sident.
movement made me certain that some
IL J. PAXToN, General Manager.
of San Francisco
one sat in the father corner
of the
111World at the postofnce at Paduea
carriage. The situation became
h.
a Ile
lag. as second clam matter.
tie embarrassing. Warn my
aY
place to
speak
first?
I wondered. At last I
SUBSCRIPTION R.AT11016
EA1LE ASHLEY WALCOTT
could endure the silence no longer
.
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"Quite an unpleasant evening,"
I reBy Carrier, per 'Week
marked politely.
10
By small, per month. In advanee.. 26
There was a rustle of movement,
,Osevristit MI. %kip IS•bio-llerOil ow)
by mall, per year, In advance...41 60
the eonnd of a short gasp, and
a soft,
THE WEEKLY SUN
(Continued from loot isseam
mournful voice broke on my ear.
irer year, by mall. postage paid. 41.00
"Mr. Dudiey—can you forgive
CHAPTER XXVIII.
me?"
A TRUE STORY.
Address THE SUN, Paducah. Ky....
The astonishment I felt to hear
The Chaise In the Storm.
my
Once
ilpou
Gee,
a
numbe
a
r
of
Mica 116 &putt Third,
own
name
once
Phone 116S
more—
the name that
When we reached the entrance to
reporters were dent to Seep the
seeme
d
now
to
belong to a former
Payne & Young. Chicago and Mew
death watch with a condemned man. our quarters on Montgomery street state of
existence—was swallowed up
pork, representatives.
They were personally curious about the rain had once more begu.n to fall, as the magnet
ic tones carried their
gently now, but the gusts of damp
revelation to my mind. I was strick
THE RCN can be found at the follow- the feeling and conduct ot a human wind from the south
en
promis
ed
more
being,
who ,as condemned to die. and
dumb for a moment at the
ing plasm
discovery
worse to follow.
The idea of anyone Drips compelled
they had brought. Then 1
it. D. Clements I Ca.
"A message for you, Mr. Wilton,"
gasped;
to die was novel enough- to arouse said
"Mrs. Knapp!"
Van Clem Bros.
a voice suddenly from the recess
"Yes, Mrs. Knapp," she said
Palmer House.
their interest. They plied the man of the
with a
doorway.
mournful laugh. "Did you
with pertinent tend impertinent gees"Give it to me," I said.
never suslions, which he answered ImperturbYou know-you can depend on it—you see it's.
A slip of paper was thrust into my
Peet7
I was ;OM in wonder and confus
ably. They went away to return hand. and I passed
right
up to the minute in style—you feel, as well as
ion,
up the stairs.
next day to commune further with
"I'll wait for you," said the mes- and even yet could not understand.
see,,
its
perfection.
"What
brings you out in this
him, and they were wonder stricken senger, and at the first gas jet
that storm!" I
asked, completely mystified.
at the calmness of a man, who had to burned at the bead of the stairs
Men's suite of beauty and excellence $10, $15,
I "I thought I
'THURSDAY, DECEMBER 20.
was to meet another perdie. On their way the next day, one stopped to read the address.
$20
or
$25.
son."
It
was
of their number was struck by
in the hand of the Unknown,
a
"Indeed" said Mrs. Knapp, with
CIRCULATION STATEMENT
wagon and killed. The others visited and my fatigue and indifference were
a
Over
coats of grace and luxury $10, $15, $20
the condemned man, who inquired gone in a moment. I trembled as I spark of animation. "Well, 1 am the
6
or
$25.
other
person."
November, 11007.
eolicitiously after the aosent one tore open the envelope and read: •
"You!" I exclaimed at last.
"Follow the bearer of this note at
1
3868
16
3832 He was told of the young man's un"Are
Hats and haberdashery way up above the level of the ordiyou the protector of the boy?
2
6271
18
3810 timely death. The condemned man 12:30. Come alone and armed. It is
The
nary—
at moderate prices. You get your mind's worth and
emplo
yer—"
import
ant."
Then I stopped, the tan.
4
3839
18
3-95 smiled a 'smile of pity, and said:
gle in mind beginning to straig
There
your
money
was
's worth in every transaction you make here.
no
6
signat
ure.
3841
hten
20
3791 "Poor fellows, there isn't much difIf It meant anything it meant that nut.
0
8857
21..
3795 ference after all. The only advantI was to meet the Unknown, and
"I am Mee," said Mrs. Knapp gently
7
3866
per22
.
3804 age I have over you, is :hat I know
haps to search the heart of the
"Then," I cried, "who is he? what
8
mys3870
23
3801 the time limit within weict 1 must tery.
is
he!
what
I
had
Is the whole dreadful affair
been heavy with fatigue
9
3878
25
3790 die, and am prepared. aad protected and drows
y with want of sleep, but at about? and what—"
tll
386?
26
3794 against harm meanwhile; but you this though
t Om energies of life were
Mrs. Knapp interrupted me.
12
3854
27
3790 don't know when your sentence is to once more
"First tell me wbet has become
fresh within me.
2a
3848
28..
3791 be executed."
The men had waited a minute
for -if Henry .Wiltin?" she said with sor14
3845
20
3801
me as I read the note.
row in her voice.
15
3832
10
38')6 . What do we care .vhat any critic
"Go to your rooms and get some
The dreadful scene In the alley
says about our navy? If any part rest, "I said. "I am called away. Trent Sashed before my mind.
Total
102,04's of chat that obscur
"Ile is dead."
e British maga- will be in charge, and I will send word
Average, November, 1906.... 3,957
"Deed! And how!'
zine writer said about our battle- to him If! need any of you."
Average, November, 1907.... 3,925
They looked at me in blank protest.
"Murdered."
iihips'Ils correct we are much obliged
Decrease
"You're not going alone, sir?" cried
32 for the Information, and shall
"I feared so—I was certain, or he
pro Owens
Personally appeared before me,
in • tone of alarm.
would have let me know. You have
reed to overcome the defect. If any
"Oh, no. But I shall not need
this December 3rd, 1907, R D. Maca much to tell me. -But first, did he
of our of executive officeis are ignoguard." I hoped heartily that
Millen, business manager of The Sun,
I did leave no papers in your hands?"
rant and inefficient, they' . probably
not.
'who affirms that the above statev
I brought out the slip that bore the
will sink their ships and go down
The men shook their heads doubt- blind diagram and the blinde
meat of the circulation of The Sun
r dewith them, and it is probably worth fully,
and
I continued:
for the mor.;11 of November. 1907,
scription hat accompanied it\ Noththe price of a ship to get rid of sucb
ANTI-SALOON CON ENTION.
"Cors
on will be down from the Cen- ing could be made of it in the
Is true te the beet of his knowledge
JUST SET FREE FROM JAIL
dark'
HE SHOT TO SCARE BUT
officers. Those, who survive the trip tral station in
15 or 20 minutes, lust cno
eu
id
ahd
ss..so
I desoebed it as well as I
GETS SHOT IN THE LEG.
aroun.
BULLET HIT SOMEBODY.
d the Horn ate pretty apt to be tell him I've been sent
!McCracken County League Meets at
for and to
PETER PURYEAR, Notary Public
Will Scott, a negro, who had been
proficient by the time thee get
come
:Henr
Hardi
y
Count
to-m
n, known as "Slick
y
'ourth
orrow
ouse
if
iii
he
can make it in
"We are on the right track." said
bwek•
Paducah
released from the city prison TuesMy commission expires January 22
We sent them on the voyage to
his way."
at 2 p. in. December 2n.
M411. Knapp. "Oh. why didn't I have
290:8
day, after serving a term for being span," colored, was shot in tie left
prove the navy. We think it is the
And bidding them good night
I ran that yesterday! But here—we are at
drunk and disorderly, was shot yew knee by an unknown negro yesterday
best navy- In the world. We know it hastily down the stairs before
Pursuant te a call by .Chariee L. terdao aftern
the wharf."
OCT
on
Husbands
oon by An unknown ne- at Baker's grocery
Daily Thought.
will be the best after the long of the men could frame his protest
My guide was before us, and we Collins, superintendent of Kentucke gro. Scott
was
on South Fifth street street. Hardin walked ineo Baker's
into words
If thou faint in the day of adversi- cruise. So will Japan. It
follow
ed him down the pier, struggling Anti-Saloon League, a convention of betwe
will net
en Ohio and Jackson streets, grocery. There were several people
ty thy strength ts email --Old Testa- bigger, too.
"Are you ready, sir" asked the
the citizens of Nei ilea h and afcC.reck- And he met
mow against the gusts.
six negroes. A quarrel in the store and one of them pulled
senger.
ment
"Do we cross the bay?" I asked, as en county, is hereby called
to
follow
be
held
ed
.and
One of the unknowes out a revolver, put the run behind
"It
is
close on half-past twelve
Rusgia has discovered the means
," I Mrs. Knapp clung to My arm. "It's at the comity court-house in Paduc
ah pulled a pietol and shot. Scott in the him and shot. The bullet hit Hardin
Dot,safe For you, in a smell boat."
Oh, well. pee can *Pod a - New et 'rescuing politics from eonrtnertiel answered. "Where is she?"
noon of Slatorday. Decerobee 28. leg. The
"It's not far away," said my
-wound is not a dangerous In the knee. It is thought the shoot"There's a tug waiting for us," Mrs. Kentu
Year's greeting, 'you' Under.
ism. .htienvbenv of her lenislative asguide
cky, at 2- o'clock, in Use attering was done to scare and not injure,
evasively.
Knapp
explained.
sernbiy do nut have "feathery in thete
1907, for the purpoee of giving ex,
but the negro teat did the shont
I understood the danger of
r
A moment later we 'law its lights,
ie&
Georgia watermelons are famous. nags" while in office. When
speech
premien by (be citizens of this couna peas- and did not press for an
at' rite ...geed time le getting away
Says Perjury Convicted Him.
and the fire of Its engine room shot
answer.
Some folks would have us believe ant is elected to the Douma he
ty
and
Is reaWe plunge I down
city.
in
from
'wear
Des Moines, is., Dec. 26.—J
the grocery and haa not been
ing the estegolon
Munteomel7 • cheerful glow into the storm. The
. C.
Georgia is just about to rultivate an sonably sere of finding a IWe positi
of the county 'uni4,. lew of Kenlatek.y Cain, couvicted of
on street In the teeth of the wind that little vessel swirag uneasily
murdering C. H. heard of since. The police made a
at its
equally famous venter-lemon.
in the government service in Siberia. dashed the spray in
our faces at one berth as we made our way aboard. to, this county, and to memorialize Morris, a mine owner, because the search blit could not' find out the
moment, lolled an instant the better
to and with shouts of men and clang Of the west legielature Oc the state to latter attempted to drive him out of name
deceive the unwary and then
A Pittsburg yonng man has started
leaped at bells it was soon tossing on the dark that end, and for other -parrot-es of a an illegal , liquor buatriess at one of
us front behind corners with
on a walk from New York to Chicago
kludged nature. which will be an- his mining camps,
the im- waters of the bay.
was sentenced to
petuous rush of some great
In the hope of curing himself of the
The cabin of the tug was fitted with nounced at the coovention.
animal
life imprisonment et Fort Madis
on
that
turned to ,vapor as it reached
drink habit. 'The fact that he is
ashelf-tab
le,
and over it swung a
This is the moat important meet- today.
us.
The street was dark except
AUDITORIUM RINK
making the trip without a cent in
for the lamp of brass that gave
ing .811 the anti-saloon question ewer
"My life has been swern away.
a dim light
newspaper offices, which
"
the holiday season, arouses the susglowed to the little room. Mrs. Knapp
calked
in
this
count
declar
y,
and it will he
ed Cain: "1 had no chance
seated
bright with lights on both sides
picion that he intends to test "
of the herself here, spread out
the paper I well for every citizen of this city and against the array of witnesses, who
way, busy with the only signs
of life had given her and studie
hospitality of the seloona of
d the diagram county to be present. for the purpose cared nothing for the truth and only
that the storm and the midnig
ht hour and the jumble of letters
United States, after the fashion of
with anxious of joining In the object of the con- to get me in state prison."
had left.
Effort
s
will be made in the trial of
the young la0, who has heen writing
attention.
vention.
W. J. NAYLOR, Pres.
Cain shot Morris while the latter
With
the
lighte
d
buildings behind
up our churches for the edification the city against El Guthrie & com"It is the same," she said at last; McCracken
County
us
we
Anti-Snit:ton was inspecting his saloon premises
turned
down California street.
of the readers of a popufar maga- pany for the violatioa of the ordi"in part, at least."
League.
Half-way down the block, in
with a view of buying the place an,
'
front of
nance regulating the placing of
zine.
"The same as what" I asked.
the Merchants' Exchange,
stoppi
ng the sale of liquor among
stood
s
signs over public hIghweys, to have
"As
the
one
got
I
word
‘.e
to-night,
hack. At the sight my heart
his employes.
Oklahoma to Get Schoke Money.
beat fast you know." she replie
the ordinance declared unconstitud.
and my breath came quick.
CANNED VOICES.
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ngton
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tional. During the holidays the firm
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"Rut," she continued, "this gives a
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As we neared the hack
Paris opera house managers have stretc
Pope Visits Sacred S'ollege.
*loon will receive a halt million
my guide different place.
hed a cloth sign on the awning gave
in
I was to go to the
a shore suppressed whistle,
taken ,ecorris containing the voices
Rome, Dec. 26.—The pope was
gold
to
the total of five millions apand cross-road here"—Indicating the mark
over the sidewalk in front of the passin
g before me, flung open
of noted singers and stored them
presented at the Sacred college topropriated by- congress for ocemin
the at the last branch.
More, 322-324 Broadway. An ordi door to the
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vehicle and motioned me
away :n air tight, light' proof wrap- nance
day for the exchange of Christmas
school
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passed in the summer by the to enter. I hail
Today', mail
"I'm glad to hear that," said I. taagone too far to reeine,. in subteirraneae chambers, be- genera
tog out the diagram I had found in beought a requisition secompanied by greetings with The cardinals.
No
l council transfers the power treat, and stepped into
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neath the home of opera, whence of
the citadel of the enemy. "This seems a certified repy of the legislature's ae.nreess were made, brit the Pontiff
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to
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the sign is placed in position a dethat the gentleman who the money.
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an idea of the singing of today. and sign
the revision of the vulgate.
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of the development of mechanics, of pernilssion
Cardin
al Gaspard he spoke at sop
the truth"
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s, all
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BLINDFOLDED

Clothes of (Quality

result of genius. First,
OURtheclotgenihingus ofis the
the men who design the

patterns of the cloth—next, the genius of the
men who cut the garments—and next, the
genius of the tailors who build and mould
them into the finest clothing produced in
America today.
We've told you much about our clothing,
but all the telling can make but a small part
of the impression that actual wearing experience will give.

The Clothing Store That Carries the

"UNION STORE CARD"

323

Broadway
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Broadway

LAWYER TRIES TO
DOWN ORDINANCE

firand Mask
Carnival

Friday Night,

S
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Unlooked-forai
Gifts
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1
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DECIIIBER 26.

THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN;

udit9Itillips epc;

PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS

the attendance will not be confined 1 le
to the members of the club. It prom-'
Nes to be one of. the brilliant (eras-.
ions of the holidays.

......
sereste
elletele

HART'S

Relna-Caracal.
The marriage of Miss Nora Reins
Rkketts-M orris.
and Mr. Harris Carnesa took place
In Circuit Court.
Today's Cairo Bulletin says:
last evening at 8:30 o'clock at the
Petition was filed in circuit court
"A pretty borne wedding was cele- 'home of the bride's parents. Mr. and, by Mrs. E. E. Bradberry against the
brated yesterday afternoon at the Mrs. A. J. Reins, Twenty-seventh Illinois Central railroad company for
residence of Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Rick- and Jones streets. The Rev. Mr. $2.000 damages, alleging that the
etts, when their daughter, Miss Xeno- Spaulding, of Paris, Tenn., perform- railroad company tailed to keep its
line Garrett Ricketts became the ed the ceremony. The house was agreement and allow her to leave a
bride of Mr. Noble Kay Morris, of prettily decorated with
holly and train at Gilbertsville. The plaintiff's
Paducah, Ky. The ceremony was per- Christmas greens. A reception fol- ticket read from Louisville to Paduformed at 3 o'ctlock, the couple tak- gone to Lowes Cress Roads for a cah, but it Is claimed that when the
ing their vow!, under an rcb of ivy nessed by many Mentor of the popu- ticket was bought It was agreed that
Lace Curtains, $100, $1 50, $2.00 and higher.
and magnolia leaves, the green of lar young couple. The bride wore she could stop at Gebertsviee.
Portiere, $1.25, $2 00, $3.50 and higher.
which was brightened by calla lilies. a pretty dress of white caihrnere and
James A. Herring, a real estate
Lace Bed Sete, $5.50, $850 and 812.00.
The bride, a very attractive girl of carried avhite carnations. The at agent, filed suit against Annie L
Frentsh Tapestry Panels, $1 25, $2 50, $10.
the blonde type was lovely iii her tendante were Miss Sallie Craig and James alleging that the defendant
Shirt Waist Boxers, $1.75, $2.40, $3.20, $5,00.
bridal robes of white French argen- Mr. Harding Reins. The bridesmaid had refused to pay him conenission
Biseeles Carpet Sweepers, $2 50, $3 00 and $-4 50
tine over white silk adorned
with was gowned In white. The couple amounting to $100 for selling a
Draught Screens, $1.75, $2.50 and $5 00.
medalion inserts of
Valenciennes left today for a visit to the bride- house and lot belonging to her,
Materials for Fancy Bags, 15c, elac, 25C, 30C
lace. After the ceremony and Con- groom's parents in Waverly, Tenn.
Mr. Herring also filed a erre
Table Covent, $00, 75C, 980 and $1 50.
gratulations,
punch and
against T. C. Leech for $150, claimwedding They will reside in Paducah.
cake were served. A heindeome ared due for selling three pieces of
ray of gifts was displayed iTb the Marion, III., Couple Wed in This property at $50 each.
dining room, many pieces in silver,
City Christmas.
Andrew Tubbs through his next
Mr. Harmon King and Mies Minnie friend F. G. Rudolph, flied suit
and cut glass being among the useful
and beabtiful presents with which Lannon, of Marlon, III., accompanied against the Paducah Cooperage coolthe happy couple were generously re- by a party of friends, were married pan)'- for $2,000 damages. Tubbs'
yesterday morning at 11 o'clock by arm was broken while wheeling mamembered.
"Me. and Mrs. Morris left at 6 the Rev. W. E. Cave at the First terial up a gang plank into a railtroau
o'clock for New Orleans where they Presbyterian parsonage.
car. It is alleged that the plank
Mr. Proctor Hallowell, of Sarato- broke and he fell to the ground, suswill spend the honeymoon and later
will go to Paducat to visit the par- ga. Miss., is the guest of Mr. and taining a broken arm,
.—For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
ents of Mr. Morris. They well reside Mrs. Lee Robertson, 720 South
—Dr. Gilbert, osteopath. 400%
itt Arcadia. Mo., where they will go Tenth street.
Marriage Licenses.
Broadway. Phone 196.
Prof, J. A. Carnagey is in Lexingto housekeeping. The bride's goingVernon Buchanan and Fannie L
—We give you better carriage and
away gown was a handsome tailored ton attending the Southern Educa- Hook,
better service for the money than
Louis echeatesieck and
Akins
A convention of the city Sunday suit of wine-colored cloth. She wore tional convention
ki given by any transfer company In eehool union will be held
Friday brown furs and a most becoming hat .Messrs. William Theobald, Louis Kullmeeer.
America. Fine carriages for special night at the Kentucky Avenue Pres- of a shade of garnet, lighter than Schmidt and Samuel Mulley have
Hannon King and Minnie Lannon.
gone to Lewes Cross Roads for a
Occasions on short notice; also &e- byterian church et 7:30 o'clock. All her gown.
Waiter Bennett and Bess McKin"The guests at the wedding in addi week's hunt.
✓a* livery riga. Palmer Transfer Co. Sunday school workers of thss city
ney.
Harris Carneal and Nora L. Rein
—Forms for real estate agents for are urgently requested to be preseet. tion to the family were: Mr. and
We at this office.
The following program
will be Mrs. Morris, of Paducah, parents of Beautiful Music at Temple Israel.
Miss Maude Essex, of IndianapoDeeds Filed.
—Mr. H C. Hollins has left the carried out under direction of Mr. the 4scidegioom; Kee Irma Heft*,
city for a few months, and I have ac- J. A. •Bamberg, president of city of Centralia,
John W Ogilvie to Bellend ('oun: Miss Carrie Shaw- lis, Ind., who Is the guest of Dr.
puked an interest in his business and union;
an. of Cape Girardeau, Mo.; Mr. and and Mrs. Victor Voris, will sing to- ty bank, property in count), $621.91)
Shall look after it for him. Any inI. The Sunday School Teacher— Mee. Cnirenee Householder, of Padre morrow evening at Temple Israel.
formation with reference to any Rev. H. B. Terry.
cab; Mr. and Mrs. Charles 0. Patio,, Miss Essex has a charming voice and
In Police Court.
Incorporated.
branch of it will receive prompt atPolice court was rushed through
2. The
Sunday School Teat Mr. and. Mrs. Knupp: Mists Myrtle has delighted all who have heard
tention if you will call up The Sun Book—The
Goldsmith and Mr. Fitzhugh Layne. her here. Mr. Harry Glibertfi of Dal this morning by Judge Crowe and in
Rev. G. T. Sullivan.
"The bride Is one of the attractive has, Tex., will, also, be with the Tem- two hours the docket had been
office' Both phones 358' B. J. Paz"
The Sunday School Scholar—The
ton.
Baker,
daughters of fr. and Mrs. Ricketts ple Israel choir and the musical 'serv- cleared. Joe Heady, Bill
on
Rev. S. B. Moore.
LOST--Gold watch and fob
----Roses,
carnations, narcissus
4. House Visitation—The Rev. J. and is poseewered of mane charms and ice will be an especially impressive MORO Baynham. Henry Rigging and
South Third street car. Return to
and hyacinths. fine stock:
C. L.
In` unknown man celebrated Christ
practiced qualities.
Mr. Morris be one.
R. 'Henry.
22e Ashbrook and be rewarded.
Itrunson & Co.. 529 Broadway.
:nits with a jag, and this morning
5. Organized Sunday School Work qufte well known in Cairo as he
WA-WM—To trade good seeoncl
--For &umbering machines, band
Mrs. W. R. Winston, 1121 Jeffer- Judge Cross remembered them with
in Paducah--The Rev, W. E. Hour- makes frequent business trips to the
hand road wagon for corn. Johnson&MOM rubber type and stencils cot all
afternoon
yesterday
son
street,
left
a
fine
of
$1
and
each.
costs
city
for
the Courtney Shoe company,
quin.
Denker Coal company. Phone* 204.
tall on The Diamond Stamp
(Hier
cases
were:
Islewyyyn
All reportsfrom Sunday schools of St. Louie, for whom he is a travel- for Union City, and Dresden, Tenn.,
Works 115 South Third. Phone 358.
CLEANING AND PRP/139114G seas,
elm-ming
want
ads
is
Subscribers
and
contributions from Sunday ing represectativa He is energetic for a several days' visit it relatives. Burks. drunk and disorderly, $1',
—City subscribers to the Daily
ly done. Satisfaction
guarantee&
Sun
will
kindly
remember
that
The
afternoon
John
Thompson
left
this
and
costs;
Will
Pickeiman,
furnishand
highly
respected."
settool and individuals should be paid
Bun who wish the delivery of their
ing liquor to a minor, Veer and all such items are to be paid foe Work called for and delivered Gee
for Mayfield oca visit to friends.'
before the end of the year, as efforts
papers stopped must notrty our col- are heing
Mrs. 0. P. Leigh. of 1438 Broad- costs; J. S. Finley and Lawrence when the ad is inserted, the rule ap- trial iv all I ask. James Duffy, Sesta
Gerntan (lab's thrietmes Donee.
made to put McCracken
lectors or make the requests direct county in the banner list
Dungey, breach of peace, $5 and plying to every one without excel,. Ninth street, near Broadway. Mamie
The German cage the recently or- way, is visiting in Chicago.
to The Sun office. No attention will
338-a.
Prof. Harry Gilbert , of Dallas vats each; John Eagan, breach of don.
The apportionment for the county ganized dance dub of the vounger
be paid to such orders when given is $1e-0, of which $1e0 has been paid. soclets boys, held the first dance of Texas, Is visiting his mother.
peace, continued to Saturday; Jim
MITCHELLS for high-grade bicyWANTED--For U. S. army:—AbleMrs. A. J. Willett. 1204 Broadway, Jewell,. violating the Sabbath, con- cles, 326-328 South Third street.
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
Officers will be elected at the the winter series last night at the
bodied unmarried men between ages
—Place your orders for wedding meeting
Hotel Craig. It wes an enterable is the guest of her daughter. Mrs. tinued to Friday; Jim Keiser, breach
FOR !Issues and istovawood ring of 18 and 35; citizens of the United
occasion. The chaperones were: Mr. Martin L. Orange, of Princeton. Mrs. of peace, $60 and costs; Lee Pryor, 487 F.
States, of good characte- end temperInvitations at home. The Sun is
Alphas McNary and Boyd MeNary,
and Mrs. Nit Guthrie. Mrs. C. B. Hat. Willett will return Sunday.
Jahritipg as great an assortment as
FOR Dal W00% old phone ate habits, who can *peak, read and
P. Ray!. 1204 disorderly conduct, continued until 2361.
field and Mrs. George Flournoy. 'Mr. and Mrs. .1
Men wanted now for
write English
you will find anywhere, at prices
of,
Those dancing were: Mimes Henry Broadway, are vielting relatives in Saturday; Joe Johnson, breach
Much lower than you Will have to
FOR SALB—Roll top desThrit service in Cuba. For Information appeace, $50 and costs, and Lena John chair
'
Ancett, Helen Hills, Rosebud Nob- Guthrie.
ply to Recruiting Officer, New RichApply at this office.
pay elsewhere.
Mrs. P. B. Fodler, 1403 Jefferson son. dismissed; Henry Dickerson and
son, Elsie Hodge. Elizabeth Sebree,
mond House, Paducah, Ky.
furnished
—Pianos 1.5.0 and up. Organs $10
RENT—Two
rooms
FOR
Palmer—W. L. Watt. Monterey. Lillian Hobson.
street, Is dangerously ill of congee Bill Buckner, petty larceny, continDorothy
Langetall•
LOST DOG--One medium siu•Ti:
and up. Easy payments Fred P. Mex.; J. M. Tbselington, Helena,
Apply 420 North Fourth.
(ion. Mr and. Mrs. George A. Lin- ued to Saturday; Wesley Pendleton
male pointer, wearing a plain leather
Watson & Bro. V. H. Thomas man- Ark.; J. F. Mathis. Memphis; William Anita Keller, Katherine Quigley. NeCagle.
Beet
—
BUY
C.
M.
your coal of
a ,Hatfield, Jeanette Patter, Eloise coln have arrived from Argenta. Ark., and Roy Moore, malicious cutting.
collar. She is white with lemon colager, 311 Broadwity, Phone 573-r.
Seymour, Chicago; W. B. Brinley,
to be at the bedside of Mrs. Fowler. lismissed; 'Henry Armstrong. petty grade lump coal 14 cents per bushel. ored ears, small lemon spots on head
Bradshaw,
Tess
Manning,
St.
Louis;
another
large
--Just received
leitlyville; Will B. Munson, Denison,
New
phone
975.
Mr. James Karr returned to blur 'arceny, continued to Saturday; Rush
Long. of
Russellville:
and over body. Answers to the name
shipment of thole $6 and $7 Stetson. Tex.; C. C. Lord, Memphis; J. Heil- Amanda
FOR RENT—Furnished room, all of Dixie. $10 reward will be paid
ray this morning, after spending Simmons, obtaining money by tette
Henan and EdwinClapp fine oboes bron, Louisville; E. Brion, Mound Messrs. James Langstaff, Milton WalApply
615
leretein, Zack Hays, Will Rudy, Christmas with his family on South Pretenses, held to answer and hall modern conveniences.
for return to Lang Bros' drug store.
which we sell for only $4.
Ike City.
fixed at $2000; Dave Marshall, con- North Fourth street. Old phone 1498. or $50 for Information leading to arSixth street.
Charley
C.
Rieke,
James
Wheelet,
Cohen. 106 South Second.
Belvedere—Chas. K. Meech, Mem- C. 0. Kopp, Jr., Will RinIcieffiT, Sam
Mr. Elvis Copeland went to Ben- verting money to his own use, core
J. E. MORGAN—horse shoeing, rest and conviction of thief. If sto'en.
—The ladies of Temple Israel Sisphis; P. F. Shannon, Lexington; C. B. Hughes, Jr., Will Baker, G. C. ton this morning to resume the work tinued until Saturday.
general repairing, rubber Urea, 498 F. C. Burnett
terhood areikequersted to be at the
Reynolds, Mayfield; Charles E: Ellis, Thompson, Jr., Robert R. Guthrie, of frescoing the interior of the new
South Third.
Standard club room, December 26,
Fortune Telling.
St. Louie; P: W. DePP, Eddeaille: Fred E. Gilliam, Guy Martin, Ropooe Benton hotel.
CHIEF COLLINS PLEASED
WANTED—To rent house or cotat 3:30- eharp. All are asked to
Remember
Zereda
Ramonda
H. S. Simpson, Greenwood, Vise; Reed, Joe Hotifleld, of Mayfield; BosMrs. Santee E. Holloway and son.
AT
GOOD
ORDER
YHMTERD.11"
tage by permanent tenant. Address gypsy fortune teller, ie still at Forest
bring their dues for entertainment
W. 'E. Robers, St. Paul; N. L. Mil- well, of biayheld.
Princeton.
are
visiting
Leonard, of
"I never saw a quieter Christmas P. G. M., care Sun.
fund.
park, Rowlantitown.
Charges—Laler; Cairo; B. A. Jones, Evansville:
Mr. and Mrs. N. E. Barney. of 316 ind Christmas eve," said Chief Col--The Ladies' Mite society- of the
FOR — RENT—Two — furnisii
dies. 25 cents; gentlemen, 50 cents.
John T. Johnson, Winchester, Va.
Adams street.
lins
thrs
morning.
"Part
of
it
was
il
bert-Corn
i
I
la,ud.
Irina Baptist church will meet Fri9 every day
rooms. Bath and all modern colleen- Hour_ 11.
New Richmond—M. C. Anderson,
Mr. Ed Toot, who is now residing due to the anti-toy pistol ordinance.
The marriage of Mrs. Ida Gilbert
day afternoon at 3 o'clock with Mrs.
La Center; J. E. Streadee Hickman; and Me Gus Cortrillaud took place In California. is in the city to !spend It did good, and was well enforced. kno.s: 918 Broadway.
Washington
F. N. Gardner, 5(1
W. 11. Kb,''ED1' WILL MOVE
T. W. Patterson, Murray: William last evening at 8:30 o'clock at the the holidays with his family.
There were no violations until Christ -FOR -Christmas celery get Yarbro's
street.
FAM1L1 RACK TO PADUCA1
,
11
Lynn, St. Louis; L. E. Ballard, Wirer- home of Mrs. Anna C. Scott, 1112
Mr. E. 0. Yancey, a well known mas eve and then they were limited. home-grown celery on the market.
Stall
46.
tiff; F. E. Doolin, Joppa; r
A. Tennessee street.
former Paducahan, is in the city for Of course, we can't have a perfect
The
Rev.
'I'.
J.
Richmond. Va., Dec. 26.—The
Mr. W. B Kennedy will remove
Jones, Memphis; Roy Bailey, Metrop- Owen performed the ceremony. They the holidays.
WANTED — Three unfurnisheTI
town
There were no accidents of
Chrletinas present of Mrs. William
his family from Hopkimiville to this
housekeeping.
Referlight
olis; Ed R Raney, Marion, Ill.
Macaillien
left
rooms
for
D.
and
Ors.
R.
Mr.
few
fights."
and
-on
eels uenee.
were attended -by Mr. and Mrs. EelLuck, of Roanoke to her husband tonext month, and th.eyv will reside
ence given and required. Old phone city
ward 'Harmon. The bride wore a yesterday for St. Louis to spend the
day was two boys and to girls. MI
on Broadway. Mr. Kenneoe is a
2917.
eeeoming mown of elver gray elabor- holidays.
Go to Penitentiary.
doing well.
popular tobacco dealer and has been
Mr. Saunders Allman. of Lynchately trimmed with lace. Elhe carSheriff John W. Ogilvie and WilDON'T FORGET the Hole-in-the- in the tobacco business in this city
in
the
city.
liam Ware left today for the Frank- Wall, 1114 South Third street, for for
ried bride Torres. The house was at- burg, Va., is
the past ten years.
Diaries, Marries Marie..
Captain Ed Farley, state treasurer. brt penitentiary with Mamie Cato chNe-con-carne, tamales and sandConsiderable business may come tractively decorated with mistletoe
Get ready ter the New Year. Start
going
to
Frankfort
elect,
intended
will
kinds.
rod
Ida
Langdon.
colored,
who
'Odle,
of
all
up before the board of trustees of and holly, and the Christmas colors
TWO PAIRS MAKE FULL HOUSE
right and keep a (Nary. R. D. Clemthe public library at their meeting of red and green were emphasized today, but owing to illness has defer- be placed, In the female ward at the
FOR RiENT—Up-to-date four room
FOR THE LUCKY MR. Ll're
ente & Co. have a full line of them.
Prison. The Cato woman was sen- flat, 1440 Broadway. Phone 765, or
early In January. The trnstees have throughout. A delightful supper was red his trip until Sunday.
Re-emotive Va., Dec. 26.—
of
George
le
Miles,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
the
tenced,
to
two
years
for
cutting
served
after
the
ceremony.
The
tanothing to give out at
present.
see L. D. Sanders.
Christmas prevent of Mrs. Wm. L
Plans will be di:ensiled to extend the ble decoration, were carnations, Union City, are visiting Dr. and Mree threat of "Aunt Phoebe" while the
CIGAR saessman wanted. Experi- of Reanoke. Va.. to her bust*
V
street.
H. P. Sights, of Jefferson
lenirden woman has a two-rear sen- ence
usefulness of the library by sending and ferns, #
unnetsesear). $100 per month day, says a special to the New
Mr. Sam S. English and little tence for robbery.
The bridegroom is the popular
books to the public schools. At presand expenses. Peerless Cigar Co., er, was two bops and two gir
Browning.
of
Louisdaughter
Mary
ent the books of the library are too young market gardner, belonging to
Toledo, Ohio.
birth; all doing well.
The Rev. E. H. Cunningham.
limited to include all the schools, the well-known French famiiy. prom- ville, wilt arrive this evening to
FOR SALE or rent— Six room
The Rev. E. H. Cunniceham, forand the High reboot probably will inent In this section. The bride is *Vend several days with Dr. and Mrs.
Notice.
be the school that will receive books an attractive young woman of the H. G. Reynolds, 605 Kentucky eves merly pastor of the Second Baptist house, two blocks from street car,
All estimates for sew
Me English is a brother of -hurch, is visiting his mother. 'Mrs. near Wallace Park. D. M. Potts, 514
next year. But as the library grows, Maylleld road. They wilt reside oh nere.
No. 2 are due and p
Mrs. Rey needle
he improvement in service to the the Mayfield road.
A. G. Cunningham. of North Sixth North Fifth. Phone l'8k5-A.
office of J. D. Mocqu
Mrs.
J.
W.
Iron
and
Rev
and
etreet.
The Rev. Mr. Cunningham is
school children will be made.
s
FOR RENT—A suite of furntshen
II() South Fourth st
Christman Weddine of Outeif-Town family of Dresden, Tenn., are spend- now traveling agent of the state board rooms to gentlemen. Over reererei &
Interest wilt be
ing Christmas with Mrs. Iron's fa- ef missions vitt headquarters in lieu- Wallace's drug store, Seventh and
Couple.
Died for Love (7)
timatee unless pa
ther,
McGlathery,
of
North
M.
Mr.
F.
M.—Leaving
a
MI89
Bessie
McKinneyand
Mr.
Philadelphia. Dec.
Washington streets.
tariNe.
1, 1908.
Seventh street.
letter, stating that they had died for Walter Bennett, both of Marion,
FOR RENT—New four room stone
TH
Mr. and Frederick Anderson, of
Funeral of Mr. Conner.
loee, George A. Green. aged
36 were married yesterday afternoon at
house, water, coal shed, chandeliers
The funeral of Mr. Anaolum Conyears, early today shot and probably 4:30 o'ciock at the residence of Mr. Arcadia, have a little daughter in
Christ- ner was conducted at the residence or. 19th and Harrison Sts. E. Foreman,
fatally wounded Miss Edith Wonder- Stanley, 211 North Third street. The their home, who arrived
128 North Fourth.
vet seventy-flee thousand
ly, aged 22 years. and then turned Rev. .1. W. Blackard, presiding elder mas morning. Mrs. Anderson, was Goebel avenue Wednesday morning
— F-Oft- RENT—The two-story frame
Mies
Prodrucah.
Mary
Karnes,
of
district
Methodist
it
9
the
B.
Terry.
of
the
Paducah
o'clock
by
Rev.
H.
revolver
himself,
inflicting
Seriptione have been enupon
he
Mt. and Mrs. J. H. Lynn, and Mew lastor of the Third Street Methodist store house corner Sixteenth and
probably fatal wounds. Green is churches. performed the ceremony.
to the care of our
married, but is separated from his They are prominent young people of Lillie Nolen, of Union City, Tenn., burch. The body was taken to Mt. Tennessee streets. Possession given
n department.
Marion and will make their home at are guests of Mr. and' Mes. W. V.
cemetery in Graves county. after January 10th.
wife.
much gratified
apartments.
Green,
Cochran
FOR SALE—Butk range, almost
at
that place, returning there after a
Mr. Ed, Garrett, a popular enginMr. Clarence R. Knowles teent to new, sewing machine and other house
Alert bridal trip.
GETTING READY FOR THE
us patronage
eer for the Illinois Centred railroad Louisville today, after spending hold goods. Reasonable prices. 922
JANUARY CIVIL COURT.'
illitlfant branch
is unimproved today, See. Garrett I ehristmas with his parents, Mr. and South Fourth street.
Doll Reception.
The Jaunary term of circuit court
aiwe wish
Little Miss Pauline Grassham Is en suffered a paralytic stroke Monday Mrs. Michael' Knowles. 415 Kentucky
convenes Monday. January 6, and
LOST—A bunch of keys in a key
Peopte tit padn.
there is a large docket to be dis- tertaining her friends with a doll re- night at his residence, 1011i5 Broad- Avenue.
book; between Custom House a
acratiidie
a ll
Me. Clark White, pressman of the 314 North Sixth street. Return
posed of while the time in which ception this afternoon at her home way. His brother. Mr. Clint Garrett
thim fl
suits maje be filed will tot expire on Jefferson street. It is a pretty has •arrived from McKenzie, Tenn, Jackson. Tenn., Whig, is visiting his 314 North Sixth and receive rew
Alater, Mrs. Frank Blackwell, of
and
at his bedside.
that occasion.
ill Friday. It is expeeted
LOST—A plain gold bracel
.
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Quinlan of Ter- North Fourth 'erect.
t six weeks' time will he cone
graved "S. B. S." Either at
are
Miss
Emma
Harrison,
GrahamIre Haute, Ind s
visiting Sere
of
Magazine Club.
from 'Rink. Return to Stu
Mr*. James Campbell Flournoy Is Quinlane parents, Mr. and Mrs ville, Miss Annie Temple, of Maxon unable and receive
reward.
stele. and Mr. line, Griffith. of Pabosteai to the Magazine club this af- Thomas Settle.
AIRATeal H1S
GENT
—
and
ladder
coil
lucre),
visited
Dr.
and
Mrs.
peon
S.
Z,
Hland D. E
Mr. Free E. Thom
HDAY .464 USUAL. ternoOn at 'her home on Jefferson
r'eetauramjt. No, 217 Ken
26.—Adentral boulevard. It is the Cshrletmas meet- White went to Louis/vilIe today on 'and, of Grahamville, today.
Mr George Halley, of Chicago, is The quiccest and beet
business.
g his *even- ing of the club.
t
the
guest of his partnere Me. and city. Otlen from 4 a
D.
Smith,
of
this
Mr. and We, .1.

Juggestiong from the
lipholsterq 6eetion

!Hardware,

Cabinet Mantels,

Stoves and Ranges

CITY UNION MEETS
IN CONVENTION
TOMORROW NIGHT

at

Korrect Prices.

GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.

HOTEL ARRIVALS

LIBRARY PLANS

Trusted
Seventy.
Seven
--thousand
Times

IVOR

Is

rhflotmaa Cot Minn.
city.' are the guests of Dr, and. Mrs.
B; B. 'Holland. of Grahamville
The terstellent club Yeti itirre
Mc. .1 R. Buchanan. of Maxon
Christmas dance at the Knights of
who is 111 of grip, is report'd
Memel* ball this evening. While
ttnder the &umpteen of the club kbettee today.

Mrs. W
Halley, 9107 Harrison
street.
Mr. Matt .1. Carney. of Chicago, is
in the city visiting his n'(her dor:ng the lio1446.36.

FOR kKNTUcdT
tetra c I. ere sto
wood, undled
teleph
00111

p.

;
,
•s
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THE PADITC:
ill EVENING SUN

GEO. ADE'S FABLES

SOFTNESS OF •,1.
— —
is Rivaled by Human Hair Where
Daudrull Is Eradicated.

Clits NOW Pi;
4.1it sII ss IL

Sealskin is admired
the world
bad lost
Voice asking for Salary.
The Fearsome Feud Between He rtre•-•his
.1 tip leitintee and yew Tired over for its softness and giotisiumes:
to a-I. airs. 'Winkle if silo (Lain etaik and yet Hie human hair la equally as
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TM NOME MAGAZINE is thy only magazine that deals
with all the interests of the
home, that cos era every avenue of appeal
to the hoine-builder, the home-maker and
the home-lover. Ali its enaarihutions
center
In
the
home. It makes the home more
attractive, more comfortable,(Imre interes
ting. Every issue is crammed full of
practical suggestions fur the housewife.
•
THE HOME MAGAZINE is cheerful,
happy-hearted, whole-souled. Its dominant
note is the note of optimism and hopefu
entertaining, charming and replete with lness. From,cover to cover, it is pleasant,
valuable Information.
THE HOME MAGAZINE is thoroughly Ameri
can and interests every American man
or woman who has a home. Its range is wide
and its treatment thoroukh.
THE HOME MAGAZINE'S departmepts are
authority. Marion Harland, for example, conducted by :nen and women of
etiquette. Eugene Clute contributes a gteat edits the department of cookery and
series on hone furniture Making. •
THE HOME MAGAZINE contains the most
exciting stories, the most beautiful
ill ustra tie us, the must impertant featur
e articles.
JR& H014101AGAZINE is twice as big and
twice as good as ever before.

For Everybody in the Home /

Satan Sanderson
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TWlttt4D4Y. DiaterMilript 20

Special Feature

Home Life
of the Presidential
Candidates

he

AGAZIN

TEN CENTS A CQPY

ONE DOLLAR9LYEAR

A series of articles dealing in
the most intimate, familiar, and
personal way with the home aml
family life of Secretary Taft,
Vice-Presidebt Fairbanks,
Speaker Cannon, Senator Knox
and others. Fully illustrated.
Begins soon.
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BITIBUIDIE DIBCOILATION
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POULTRY AND THE KENNEL'
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PlIACT1C.U. IFASIDOMBI
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give oulalcfib-'
'ens advance styles, practical and
corre‘t.
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coot.
IMBROIDERY AND NELDEIWOIUL
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WWII AND INTERVIEWS
Who men mad women of many vocation
s ere
thinking, and saying, on the
questions of Me
day

for those lovers of nature who
u•a:el make thsir hold
,grounds attractive and
botot.f.
Helpful to the amateur &nut and
laterecing to every one.

gleLi
blas.)lerr,11 nevelt, the most
aloe a•1Ples Of Artie, Ka.
appear as
tinblicatior. in book form. serials dont their

whether the home be of two or twenty rooms,
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By the best writers in the country appesr in every issue. Bright,
clever, entertaining. full of
wholesome sentiment, good
humor and adventure.

Illustrations
All the departments are fully
Illustrated with photographs.
Among the celebrated altiscs
whose work appears in Tat
—Hosts hiAGAZ1NE, either iA
color or black and white, are
I./toward Chandler Christy,Ilarison Fisher, A. 13. Rrente.
...
C. F. Underwood, J. C. Clay.
, George Brehm. jay Hasubidge,)
tstr... etc.
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Tgg CHoICEST SHORT STORMS

TIRE VEGETABLE GARDEN
Seasonable ankles &ale. with /ordvalet(
a town or any lot. Whet to grow sod how as
grow It.
False with good ideas. Iliturtrautd. to

Rtimoro..,1 storms. love stories
end stories
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The Bobbs-Merrill Company,Publishers,Indianapolis,Ind.
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This splendid magazine.will
be given to The Sun readers

ABSOLUTELY FREE
Of Any Cost

•

Telephone 358 at once for
particulars or inquire of our
solicitors. •
•
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THIS MAGAZINE
Is one of the best periodicals published. Its
list
of contributors, as you will note in this
ad., comprises some of the best talent of the
day, and the
illustrations are by famous artists. The
October
cover was done by Harrison Fisher and
is in his
•
best taste.
••
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Central and Southern Lose
Preecribing For the chines.. Emper
Before Commerce Commisor
Chen Lien. Icing and Te'ao Ts'ang
felon.
tson, the two well-known Ohinese
Peyseciene of this province, remitWashington, Dec. ea.—The ease of nremat
ed by Viceroy Tuan Fang to prethe Holcombe-Hayes company against scribe
for His Imperial Majesty the
the lilinols Central railroad company
Emperor. were Introduced in audiand tee Southern railroad eompany,
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ence to Hie Majesty on Thuredo)
before the Interstate Commerce Corn- morpI
wPr
ng. The Emperor allowed th,•
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them.
The defendant retiring from the audience
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Capt.
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a
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THE PLACE TO BUY SUITABLE

EVIDENCE
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PRESENTS FOR GENTLEMEN.

Briar and eleerwhaum l9peM, Cigar
'.

e

e'

lens, tobecotei, 5 and le relit deers le
holiday pa kagee.
Johnston to Return to Hopkinsville
to Resume Inquiry—iteleu-tr
Declines Pest.
THE SMOKE HOUSE.

_- etill

e,-7-e_rvo_ee

;
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see.,
-., T,..

-

ewes.

2re Broad Way.
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FOR RENT
Several desir able offices and
ropms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat .and .
janitor service included; price!!
' reasonable. :: :: :: :: ::
,

AMERICAN-GERMAN NATIONAL BANK
. ,

ED. D. HANNAN
Sanitary Plumber

f

Steam Heating Elpert
Repair WiSrli Solicited.
Both Phones 201

]32 S. Fourth St.
325 Kentucky. Avenue.

t
.

-
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PRONOUNCED CHARACTER

I

•
.

of a highly matured whiskey
is indicated by bouquet produced by age.
- •

Early Times
And

,

Jack Beam
r

Nino Sums-Hera Old

The governrnont stamp will so indicate on every bottle.
I

SUFFICIENT I o INDICT .AND CON.
a leHT RIDERS.

—

POISON

CHRISTMAS TREE

THE SAFEST AND QUICKEST WAY TO

TRANSFER MONEY -

ENJOYED 131' NIF.CHANICSIlleltil
al. E. SUNDAV SCHOOL.

18 a'

Fain, Caacer,

Second Quarterly Conference Will Re
Held There This Evening by
Bet. F. L. Creech.

Mit

Many 'peopl(' suffer from Blued
Poison and don't know It.
Read
symplinnOt. Easily cured by R. B. It.
A
Frankfort,' Ky., Dec. 26.—Ade. It you have aches and talus 1u the
The seet5nd quarterly conference of
bones, back or joints, Itching, Sittiby
Gen. P. P. Johnston held another turn- skin, blood feels hot or thin; Swollen the Mechanicsburg
M. E. church will
furnace with Governor Venison, on the Glands. Risings and Bumps on the skin be heel this evening at
7:30 ,o'clock
Bore Throat or Mouth, falling hair.
situation .le the dark tobacce district, Pimples or offensive eruptions. Cancer- wad also tomorrow evening
at the
and made Wm.:acquainted with the ous Sores, Lumps or Sores on Idiom, Face church. Feeley
and Clements street,
r any part of the body, Take Boland.
facts aed, evidence gathered .by him Blood Hai, B. B. IL) Gmatrvloed
to The Rev. F. L. Creeeh, preeldiug*el •
during the past few days of his of- cure even (tie worst arid most deep- der of the Loulsviele
district, will
seated cases. B. It. B. drives all poifiche investigation.
sonous matter front the system and preach this evening and tomorrow.
General Johnston and Mott 'Ayres sends • good qd pure, rich blood direct 'serge congregati
ons are expected by
to the skilisurrace. 'In
wee Aches
state fire marshal, have succeeded in and Pains are stopped. this
all Erbptions, the pastor, the Rev. J. W. Cantrell.
getting together sufficient evidence it Sores, Pimples, even cancer and every After the regular service
this evening
evidence of Blood Poison are quickly
preseni to the special grand jury to iiraled and
cured, completely changing a business woolen will be held.
entire
the
body
into
empaneled
a
clean, healthy
be
by Judge Cook at Hopithe-Christmas tree err the Sunda>
condition. Thousands of the worst cases
kinseele on January 2, and It is the cured
by B. U. B., after 1'1 -titer treat- shoo/ of the Mechanicsburg M. B.
belief of the adjutant general that ment failed.'
church was held Tuatday evening.
CLAES ITCHINr.
the evidence gathered will be suffiWatery blisters,
was prettily decorated
.7 sores The church
cient to warrant nannereus indict of all kind, ail
tirnent and two trees were leaded
with presbecause
B.
B.,
with
it
B.
,ioutiles
are
!tient& being returned by that body.
caused by blood poison,
-re B. 13. B. ents. Behind the trees was a paintGovernor Willeon has instructed kills the poison, makes the bloou pure ing on an old
log cabin.
rich, heals the sores and stops the
Met. Gen. Jobtuiton to return to the Lind
Itching.
scene of the riot and continue his anBOTANIC BLOOD BALM,
e
B.
I,. pleasant and safe to take; composed
vestigatiou with a view of running of
To Bs Sur*.
pure Botanic ingitilients. SAMPLE;
down every man who participated to ENT PREN-by writing iikeol Bairn Co.,
the raid on Hopkineville acid the de- Atlanta, Ga. SOLI) BY DRUGGISTS. or
sent by express. At II PER !AMIE
strucleon of property, and in order to BOTTLE, with dixectIons for home
facilitate matters and bring The guilty cure.
Sold In Puduoab, Xy, by fl W
to justice the governor offered a re- Walker & Co.. W. J. Gilbert, Lang
Woe..
APwary & List.
ward of 1500, for the apprebension

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE
FOR PATES APPLY TO LOCAL MANAGER

EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE COMPAilf
INCORPOAAAAA

AGE'S RESTAURANT
123 South Second.

•

Is now open in new

quarters.

Open day and nicht.

Muter Cars in Turkey.
The Revue Commercial du Levant,
referring 'to the annoutifelihmt that
motor cars, which, up to the present,
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
have been debarred from entering
KEISTI7CKY.
Turkey, are now authorized to do ao
with certain restrictions, points out 'Sok Hindle', Hoak Work. Legal
that though geed roads in the counand Library Work a specious.
try are non-exit-ten the inhabitants
who delight in novelties, wiN probe
bly purshase cars which will have to EVANSVILL1'. P A DUCA H AND
C .1R0 LINE.
be mad- solid on account of the ine(Iteorporated.)
qualiees of the road surface. It appears-- that teere are a few( provinces
which are more forturette in their EVANSVILLE-PADUCAH PACKETS
(Daily Elec.-pc Sumdaye
roads where, double ss, a ;a rger opening will he found.
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
"Why don't we see Men Ilike the Hopkins. leave Paducah for Evansville and way landings at 11 a. m.
novelistui describe?"
"I give it up. Why don't we see THE STEAMER DICK FOWLER
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
girls like the illustrators draw?"-landings at 8 a. m. sharp, daily, exWashington Herald.
cept Sunday. Special excursion rates
now In effect from Paducah to Cairo
There are no newsbays in Spain: and return, with
or without meals
women sell newspapers in the streets. ad room. Good
music and table unsurpassed.
MEN AND WOMEN. For further Information apply to
Us. Sty u for sinnalaral S. A. Fowler, General Pass. Agent, or
ili.ltargro.luisnao.troos.
Stolllam
Oesolorol
irritatrous or ulcorati4S111 Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
of egret.
Fowler-Crumbaugh & Co's Once,
.
prt:
u"..
••••••••
a
s332''
n on't
t3A113C10110408. pant or poi..,•,,ss.
First and Broadway.
NSA
,
CC
Said by Drowylogib
ti,•.
or post is plain ••r•ripse•
by •apr•••, pm...4, tat
.60. or 3 bo.the sa 75.
IT. LQ11.114 & TENNESSEE RIVER
Pawls, wait WI tuaussa.

HENRY MARREN, JR.

and oonviceon-of every titan who took
and are practica)ly deaf, the deticienpart in the raid.
cy iii the sense of benring being consiensated for by an extreme sensitive
Haseett fleglinen Poet.
ness of feeling which make& them
Governor Wills
receiyed a letter aware of the approach -of moving
obfrom Maj. E. B. Bassett, of Hopkinsjects by the vibration of the ground. ,
dee:Ming the position of aptstHunters,, treadiust cautiously epon
ant adjutant general of the Kentucky
a Boat carpet of mess or lea-ves to
•
state guard. Maj. Bassett does not avoid alarming
genie, will often se-p
give any ressona for declining the ap- close to
or over a rattler without dispointment. but says that he is much turbing
It or giving it warning, and
flattered by the offer and will ooenin- while many
intakes are seen e.nd killue to be of service during the trying ed eg them, it is protest'',
thee a far
circumstances' ncrw
menacing the greater number are messed
by unnoe
peare and dignity of the stat.• in west- tieed.. All snakes
are timid and
ern Kentueke.
would rather run than fight, and the
•
Old Lady-Are you traveling for the
•
• I rattler is not inviting destruction by good
of your healthy
"The Mercy of Coming
advertising its wbereshoets in the
Defaulting Bankrupt-Mabee-111u».
In the Barnyard.
Events."
brush.—Outing Magazine.
(rated Bits.
--We must a:1 wonder, for t
Photographing Mare.
The Hots.- and tie- Hobby.
moment row and then, whr.
The Andes photographs of Mars
A'dIstincuisbed senatorial humorstrange new "brew" Is. being
ist Is fond of telling his experience were made with a large planetary
prepared for us by the busy
in an insane asylum. A particularly camera which carries with it an amforces which we name "Curintelligent patiene was astride a chair plifying lens. This camera was fascurnstances."
which he was whooping and urging tened to the lower end of the large
In the home life the exit of
teleecope of 15-inch lens., and each of
forward as he would a horse.
"That', a fine horse you are eld- the many little image,'Mown on the
a servant; in the store, "some
rng," remarked the Senator, gracious- plates was taken separately. The tee
thing happens" to our best
esrope was adJuatee so that the Manly,
clerks; In eery business ven"Horse " inquired the lunatic with ce was In the center of the camera
ture aomethiug "upsets" clue
considerable disguise 'That isn't a field; then the plate holder carrying
favorite plan. If we own prophorse:: thees a hobby. Done you the sensative plate was placed in etc
erty, our best tenant leaves,
carrier of the planetry camera and
know the difference?"
or cur neighbor sells his prop
"No," responded-the amused Sena- set in position for the first image, the
erty at a big, profits—while
tor.
side then being chiawn from the Mato
we "hole on" to ours, not
Well, you can get down from a holder. A bulb In the right hand
horse; but you can't from a hobby." opened the shutter of the camera, alwillingly.
By the same philosophy Mr. Bran lowing the light front the plenet to
Emerson
expressed
it'
Slaterfamillue
Scott! Two ran be regarded as a democratic hob- fall on the sensitive plate, with an ex"Man Imprisoned In morta.
more mouths to feetliellarpees Week- by. As a candidate he could have posure of about two seconds. Then a
life, lies ()pea to the mercy of
ly.
been dispensed with long ago.—New bulb In tile left hand shifted the Mat•
coneng events."
York Times.
a quarter of an inch for tae rucceedRattler Does Not Warn.
'
And the truth hue led Uf
ing image; and so on through the en.
This is the one reason for the conto consider ways and meatts
The Woe, of a Millionaire.
tire series of images taken on one
tinued existence of the rattlesoake In
for "taking the sting out of'
Dispatches announce the death at plate. Sometimes the plate was arthe midst of enemies who would ex- Somerville, Mass., of Beniamin Had- ranged to shift f-om right to left and
these com:ng events — fci
terminate it, for, contrary to the gen- ley, aged 910, and worth a million sometimes in a vertical direction.
turning them into endurable
eral teller. the rattier rarely gives and a half. lit is said that the old
Inasmuch as the photographs were
burdens. And of these wan
Its characteristic note of warning un- gentleman had some peculiarities. made
at night, virtually no light exand means which
we hate
til actually attacked. In fact. tbe
One correspondent said that Mr. It-lit that from Mars reached the
created, the chiefest is Want
sharp, vibrant ring of its terminal Hadley "never joined any kind of plate, and
the latter was not
Advertising. A wise use el
appendage is probable designed mere organization, never had bis jiffs inby one exposure from 'Drapeitd receivthe modern convenience, this
to assist this very sluggish serpent to sured, never purchased a ticket for ing other sensitive
impressions.
obtslin Its food than to sound dee- any sort of entertainment, never ate About half an hour
Instrument of service, Nce
was consumed In
ance or warning. In the first place. a meal in a hotel or restaurant, and taking the GO images
only makes coming events
on some of the
serpents poetess but the mina rude did not spend more than $1 in his plates, and eight or ten
merciful—it makes Its to eonplates were
traces of auditory apparates entire life for car fare. Ile had not •-xposed in one night's work. In 1111
template them without trepivoted for forty( years. He wore a about ten thogsand negative images
dation.
collar and necktie only on special were taken'. The plates here repfooccasions. He accumulated real es ducee represent the work that was
tate valued at $1.500e0'00.
done under the most favorable condi_
The chief point of interest appears don of atmosphere. _The one of July
to be that he had by three methods 13, taken during the nearest approach
accumulated only a million and a of the planet to the earth, was at a
half.—St. Louis Times.
distance of 38,5(00.0410 miles. When
Mars was at or near the zenith, It was
Most of the world's heroes dwell necessary for me to Ile on my back
beneath the covers of dime novels. while taking the photographs.
As. the best "seeing" occurs In
It is just as well to forget Most of "flashes," the eaccessive images on
the promises people make to you.
the same negative may differ somewhat in wealth of finer detail; to-the
Guaranteed Cure
skilled eye all show the larger canals
for all Kidney and
with remarkable clearnssa, though
the more delicate details are lost in
Bladder Diseases.
reproducing. Of the ten thousand
SMALL AS A PILL
separate images of the planet none is
destitute of canals, and in some cases
EASIER TO TAKE
Two doses give relief, and one hex
as many as 25 or 3.0 ,•anals have been
counted in a 'single image. Several will sure any ordinary case of Kelof the previously observed double ca- ley or bladder trouble. Removes
-IF YOU SEND YOUR NANIN,
nals show their duality on the plates travel. cures Diabetes.
Seminal
Christmas gift drafts in denomina- taken during the intervals of best atemission'', Weak and Lame Back
tions of $10.00 and $15.00 have been mosphere conditions.
Rheumatism, and all Irregularities of
Issued to the amount of six hundred
This has been only the second opboth
thousand dollars and are now being position of Mars during which the Lb. Kidneys and Bladder In
pent to the prospective students of canals have been succesefully photo- Lien and women. Sold at 60 cents
Draughone Practical Busmen Col- graphed. The first and only previous per box en the no cure ne pay basis
lege Company, which has'a Alain of successful photographic impressioss iy McPberson's Drag store, Fenno
30 Cork-gee—biggest and best in the of he canals were obtained at the and Broadway, sole agent for Padsworld. Send your mime and address Lowell observatory. Flagstaff, Ariz . ash. or sent by mail upon receipt of
to Draughon's College,
314-311 during the opposition of 19ers price by Lark Medicizus Co. Lou
Broadax, Paducah, and you will re. through the thought and skill of Mr.
Iry
ceive one of these Christmas Gil C. G. Lampland. Two years %vie
Drafts.
elapse before another opposition of
-the planet, when it makes a sell nearTHE COU
e approach to the earth, and after
AND
CURE
THE LU
that no favorable opposition will ocfor
period
cur
a
of
years.
15
buy horses,

1

PACKET COMPANY.
(Incorporated.)
FOR THE TENNESSEE RIVER.
STEAMER CLYDE
Leaves Paducah for Tieuseeere River
Every Wednesday at 4 p. m.
A. W. WRIGHT
EUGENIC ROBINSON

This company is not responsible
for Invoice charges unless collected
by the clerk of the boat.
Special excursion rates from Padueab to Waterloo. Fare for the rotund
trip $8.00. heaves Paducah every
Wednesday at I p. in.

NEW STATE HOTEL
IffINFROPOL.IS, ILL.
D. A. Maley, Prep.
'sweet and beat hetet is the dry.
Rates ROAM.
Two Large sample
looms. Rath rooms, Kiertelc
!ARM&
the only centrally located Hotel es
be city,
COMMERCIAL PATRONAGE BC).

LARK'S

LIMIER).

R. L. McMurtrie
Oid Phone 842.

Manufacturer of

Mattrsses
hailers Stored eit oacked
113 Wines

KIDNEY t
GLOBES!

$600,000.00

Is incomplete
without an ,

CHRISTMAS GIFTS
$15.00 Craft for You

ELECTRIC IRON

KILL

E

sell horses,
board horses
do a general
livery businesa

h3TJIly livery Company
treeervorated.)

Furth Si. sat Isatithy lvt.
•

-.Dr. Ki
New4ti
WITH

"And was Mies so terribly hurt
in the railway accident as the report
made Out?" "I font thing so. Oatof the wounds is fatal but til4 rest
are not at all dangeroul."—Cleveland Leader.
Adam looked out for number one.
,and Ws descendants have been doing
• **name thing ever *11100.

C811
RALL
THROAT
AJILANT
WON

Mather
Clerk

110LID
On. .acc
and New
liii note'
pany
the

'
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MILLS RESUME

A STINGING BLOW.
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RENTERDAHL

would prevent the fleet captains
knowing what he wrote. But it
won't. Already the text of his views
have been forwarded.

duceh in October and he put a ditto
mark tinder al; Roosevelt policies.
finding fault only in that lettottevelt
had not done more of the saute
GLAD TIDINGS RECE It ED IN
thing. The average sense of the haWILL NOT ENJOY TRIP WITH
PITTSBURG DISTRICT.
The EvangellcAl'Church.
(ion is that Rqosevelt is radical
NAVY IT IS THOUGHT.
The Evangelical eburch on South enough.
Fifth street had its Christmas enterJudge Rray. may be next to Bryan
tainment of the Sunday school pu- In point of national strength, but
Thontsitnds of Idle Men Will Return
pils last evening.. It was a Christ- there is a vast difference tetween the
Ills Criticlot In Condensed Form
to
work
Early
In
mas tree, and each pupil, big and tie abilities of the two and J'u'dge Gray
Sent tit Officers of Evans' lleet
January.
tle, received an imitation brick filled ranks second only because of the
For Consideration,
with candy from the tree
A musical paucity of big men in the party.
-1••••
program was rendered consisting of heard Governor Johnson , In the wa- bongs by the choir and
Sunday terItays convection here this month
•
Pittsburg, Dec. 26.—Christmas In
1
school classes. A pretty teature was and be is a boy as far as the presi:416
Pittsburg and vicinity
Washington, Dec. 26.—Just how
as made
e
.11.111
near he came to being sent ashore in the solo of little Mary Shelton, .who dential tiquilnation is concerned. ele
doubly joyful by the announcement
•
*
sand "Rose Posy," as elle sprang out is immature aud in theyear lahtweta
that by January 6 all of the thouTrinidad and allowed to make his
new and election day, could not likesay back home us best he 'could, of a flower pot.
sands of wheels of industry In the
ly develoR to the fell ',residential
At Mispah Mission.
mills of McKeesport. Glassport, DuHenry Reuterdahl, critic of the navy
Mr. Hunter: "My, but this Is a find! is the wasps are
There will be a Christmas tree for statute. In Judge Hateinue* Senator
now on one of the bateleshipa with
Mr. Pokertou (six month,* later): "Fine tee garret, this
quesne and allied plants iu the Monthe spupils of Mispati Presbyterian Culbertson, John Sharp
Admiral Team.' fleet, may
ongahela valley would be in opera- evidently dead, I'll take it and bane it up In my garret of Hunter's. As he bad given ate the freedom o?the house
never
tion. Over 40,000 men who have fur city (tailors to admire."
know. In fact, so far as can be mission on Elizabeth street, tonight Governor Folk and others the, party
I'll commence by teking a few rounds out of this punchhas better material bet gone apt
been elle for several,w-eks will re
learned, he is not clear ot the dan- at 7:30 o'clock at the mission.
ing bag.
proaches the necessary specifications.
ger of being sent ashore even yet.
turn to work.
Amateur Sportsman (after shoot- Bryan Is the only one and as noted,
and drastic action may ue taken in
ing bre friend)—Too bad, to.o bad; he has no real issues with the preshis case.
Work for 1,000 Men.
but I thought y6u were a deer.
ent regime.
New Castle, Pa., Dec. St.—Ten of
Renterdehl, a marine artist and
The Victim—tion't fret.
But to get back to the original
the thirty odd milts of the Shenanwriter, sought and secteied permisAmateur Spoittetnan--Don't fret! point. Have the
Democrats any
go tin futile here will resume operasion to make the trip with the fleet
Why, man, I promised my wife a complaints that will .'find serlogs
as the representative of a
tioils January 6 next. Tee additional
British pair of horns.---Illuatrat
consteeration at the hand, of tic**
ed Bits
mills will resume storey after, and
service journal.
people and so serious that there will
It !I* expected that the entire plant
A few days after the vessel galled
be a change? The tariff issue will
will be running full force before the
a magazine published
an
article
not te vital as long as. prbsperity
end of Januar). The mill, braid to be
written by him dealing in no meascontinues, even If an academic amthe largest tin-plate plant In the
ured terms with alleged defects in
Cysts Shows jt to operate disastrousworld, has been idle sluee July 31
the ships of the navy.
ly. With the brains of the indastrlial
Fully a thousand men are affected.
The impression** left In the minds
world In Its ranks, financial probof many by reading the Renterdahl
(Continued from page one.)
lems will not embarrass the Repubs
article were that the ships were
!leans if precipitated by the Demojunk, the nasal Instrectors incompe- Ing
langer than the principles of the crats. I know only of one tome
tent and anyone so inclined could party.
They note that Roosevelt is that would make the lbspublicaus let
wipe the navy off the map by a few about
the whole thing as far as the up and take notice, and which could
111.
hour') devotee to le taste
IV.
Republican party is copeerned, and likely be prosecuted by the Demo"Thuodee
Vhat He dickensThe presidentAwls infuriated with express
—"hale 1 struck?"
grave fears as to the ulti- crats to a real advantage. But the
the article and "the secretary of the mate
of sueh condensation. They party leaders do not see their chance
navy
was
equally
irritated
'River Stages.
point . out that.condidates are favor- and If they did, it vroulci take fully
SAY COREA' RUES HIS BARGAIN. family. especially his parents, symCairo .
:When the president made no state ed or opposed, wording RR they four and perhaps eight years to
22.7 1.2 rise
pathize deteey with the first Mrs
get
ment for publication,,th) secretary measure up to or differ flout Roose- the country aroused on it.
Chattanooga
7.1 1.3 rise Mabee.. Gilman Would Make Divorce Corey.
MeanCincInnatl—Missing
ot the navy did say, "Honest refer- velt.
while, If the Republicans maintain
Easy For Him, It i• Said.
ence of opinion is one thing and
Evansville
anylan even, progressive course, and
22.9 1 3 rise
Their
alarm
is
not
founded
in
WATCHM
AN IN MANHOLE
sneering slurs another."
Florence
5.2 0.6 rise
real cause. It is an evidince
1 g conditions continue favorPittsburg. Pa., Dec. 26.—Has WUi
of a
With unly enough rutin to get out
SPENDS NIGHT IN SEWER.
Jobneonville
14.5 0.3 rise Ilam 111 Corey already tired
When , the
president discovered strong nationalizing tendency when ablO, the Democratic party may be
the regular 'trains and repair...enterof his
Louisville
9.1 0.5 rise young bride), formerly i3labelle
that itenterdahl. was on one of the one man can comprehend in his per- In the race perfunctorily, but withGilOmaha, Neb., Dec. 26.—Albert "gettcy bre-ekes. the railroad shops pre
Mt. Carmel
12.0 4 4 rhw man, the setrese?
Does he again Heift, watchman at the Cudahy Pack sentell a deserted appearance this ,hips the guest of the .government. sonality, characteristics that typify out any better chance for Recces!
NasktvlIes-eMlasilag.
than they have had in teelvesyears.
yearn for the wife of his youth and ing plant, was assaulted by thugs neirteng.
A majority of the em- and with access to every act of the the whole people. And it is an opPetaburg—Ilissing.
•'WILLIAM R SCOTT.
mother of his 20-year-old son Alan' and thrown through a manhole, and plo)rei have left the city, many ofs Meet, he even went so far, It Is gaid, thnistie sign when this man. Is enSt. Louis
46 0.2 rise Pittsburg dolmen. some
Ifs to'. write a wireless, to Admiral dorsed because he typifies the best
high up in spent the entire nigbt in the big sow- I thetn to remain away until the week's
Mt. Vernon
21.9 3.6 rise the United States
EVRTIA telling him to put Renterdahl characteristics in the people. Fro-m
Davis Gives His Girls Jobs.
Steel corporation or
drains the Union stock- ! venation is ale
Paducah
19u
1 0 rise affairs, of which
ashore. later this decision was mod!' now on It will require a full-measure
Corey is president, yards.
Washingt
on, D. C., Dec. 26.—enHe
escaped
I
crawling
by
Muster
a
Mechanic J. H. Nash today fled when it was
Burnalde--Ifissing.
pointed out to the man to be • formidable candidate star Jeff Davis,
say this Is true.
mile to where the seweremptiee into poet ed the toligw I ng telegram. which
of Arkansas, who has
Carthage—Missing.
president that such an action might for the presidency, because of this
Corey and Matelle expected to an open ditch.
denounced trusts with such vehehe had received from Superintend- be
construe
d
to
mean
desire
that
in
the
the
people
navy
break into New York society. They
to follow one, mence. has put himself on
The unfortunate man was found. ent .1. J. Garen:
record as
The Sprague passed up the elver
could not stand sCritidam. There the who best dipiffes them. No onehave not succeeded, many of the men more dead than alive, by the crew
being not opposed to a family trust
"Superintendent of Transportation matter
of
Tuesday night with 55 coal beats ano
rests. It is possible that Mr. Idea man can succeed'. Not can any In matters
who associate closely with Corey de- a stockyards switch engine, who Kerth
of patronage. He found
wirer 'Please accept for your- Renterdahl
two ba.rges of lumber in tow.
may yet be aske dto leave candidate, whe merely representa a at his
,
clining to accept Invitations to his heard his feeble groans as he
disposal as senator two apself
lay
in
and
empleyes
my heart wishes the fleet, but In the event
Oise barge trelongiog to the Ayer &
section
aspire to be a national figure, pointments, one
he is not,
home. Stabelle longed to enter New the halt frozen mud. He was
as private secretary
dying for a Merry Christmas and a Hanpy according to
Lord Tie company and a tug from
one navy man today, he
York's charmed circles, but reallzst from exposure when found.
Bryan Too Radical.
at $1.800, and the other as laborer
When New
"
Casieyvtile were taken on the ways
won't have much fun on the trip.
hat she is no nearer fille4:4%811 than taken to the hospital it was
Excepting Bryan, there sis not a at $900 a year., He conferred
The work of constructing the coal
found
the
Tuesday afternoon.
"The fleet (Akers elle get a con- possibility
when she was behind the footlights. he had *mitered a
in the Democratic party appointments on his two daughters.
severe beating be- chute and finkesing the big car sheds densed
The Chattanooga got in last night
report
cif what Renterdahl that would stand any
For that reason, It Is reported here, fore being thrown into the
chance
of elecsewer by was suepended but one day by the said, and
from the city of Chattanooga with a
evfni if he. Is not pie off I tion, no matter whom
she would be willing to make diverse his amaiLauss. who evident!)
hepublkeps
How much have you lost In the past
sup- eantrastors and the usual large force think. he will not
good trip of freight. She twill leave
have
much
fun
for nominate. Bryan is the only Dem,
easy for Corey.
posed they had killed him.
year through ,teassatleas property.
is employed today at both pkteew. the rest of the
'
for the same port late Saturday attrip, after his opinion ocrat who reaches a national
Sirs. Corey, friends bere say, never
Ptesicians fear the freezing mud Only a small portion of the
meas- sensi-bosrdeeless psoseteg Noires,
terrieon.
roof of of the fleet Is known to the officers ure, and
or
has forgotten the husband of her In which he must hate lain
his candidacy will not be roomleaps
an hour the car sheds a left unfinished.
tarnished roamsf ibu linty
The Rine Spot is in fsorn the Cumthe
boat."
on
)mith and is wiling to forgive and or more may cause severe cungestio
successful in an election because he omit
u
ainesteptha Of this l.'s. thec .
berland dyer with a tow of ties.
Possibly he thought delaying pub- differs from
letorn to hum.
the Roosevelt Ideas Lag year by -adeq
AO of Corey's if the lungs.
Wise infants look before they Creep lication until
uate
1411%
.Pllot (Joy Walker wi)l go on the
after the fleet nailed only in degree
I heard him in Pa- tag.
Rowell Lord today when, ahe gork
down the Ohio after ties for the
Ayer & lord Tie ccanpany.
The Inverse-es went up the Cumberland after tithe today.
The Mary Anderson left for N.
rifle tor a tow of ties.
River stage 19.0. a rise of .1.0.
The Dick Fowler will resume ern
reguler trip to Cairo next Monthes,
The John 8. Hopkins Wils it3, and
oat for Evanevele yeeterday neon
•
The Nellie Willet gut away ti
=orals. at 5 o'clock for the Tennes
wee after ties.
The W. W. O'Neil passed down the
river with a big tow of coat for New
Gramm.
The Kentucky is due tonight from
the Tennessee river.
Captain James Koster took a cold
water plunge in the Ohio river yesterday morning to celebrate Cheistmas, although It was an accident
Yeatdrday morning Captain Reeser
wes hepIng to puNl the wharfboat
a san1 hae a crowbar holding te
the big chains by which they w. as up the boat, when the chain
slackened and the captae
'
• sikward into the river.
under
water.
Carpt.,
present and helped
• to crawl out on the wharf
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RIVER NEWS

RAILROAD NOTES

Look at Your Supply of Printed Matter and
Let The Sun Job Office Figure on Your Needs

CHEM
— AT SPRINGFIELD.
ix:hers' &soothe •
don at Springee .
*X$ special import-1
0r the purpeee
cee
,
"Ivy for codil
the echo,
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ktods of p
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who know
wk just SS
• and we
times to
U want.
In the
printsave
rv

tip-to-date ideas, the newest type faces, distinctive,idifferen't work,
promptness,reliability,.are some of our traits.'
We can make you an estimate on any size job. Phone 358
red
•
and a representative will call.

wle

71

This time of the year usually calls' for a new stock of stationery
in every business house. Look over your supply and let us
make you estimates on everything you need.

out
hate
them.
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E SUN JOB OFFICE
We make a specialty
of the finest engraved, embossed and lithographed work.
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